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Abstract
By reducing the number of dimensions that light can propagate in from three to two, control
over the properties of propagation can be achieved. The plasmonic modes of planar metal-
dielectric heterostructures will confine light in one dimension, enhancing the electromagnetic
fields within the structure. This thesis focuses on two particular aspects of active nanoplas-
monics in planar systems, stopped light lasing and plasmons with gain in nonequilibrium
graphene.
For stopped-light lasing, a plasmonic waveguidemode is designed to have two points of zero
group velocity in a narrow frequency range, in order to increase the local density of optical
states that a gain medium can emit into. The two stopped light points form a band of slow
light that supports a wide range of wavevectors, allowing localisation over a sub-wavelength
gain medium and providing the feedback required for lasing. This results in a new type of
laser that does not rely on predefined cavity modes, in fact is cavity-free in 2d, dynamically
forming its lasing mode about a locally pumped region of carrier inversion.
Graphene, a single-atom thick semimetal, provides the ultimateminiaturisation as a truly 2d
material. It is shown that graphene can support plasmons with gain, under realistic conditions
of collision loss, temperature, doping, and carrier relaxation via amplified spontaneous emis-
sion. This is made possible by developing a scheme to evaluate polarisabilities for nonequilib-
rium carrier distributions, allowing the calculation of the exact rpa complex-frequency plas-
mon dispersion solutions. The rates of spontaneous emission are calculated and are critically
dependant on the exact dispersion relation. The instantaneous rates are found to be 5 times
faster than previously reported and, when coupled with phonons, lead to carrier relaxations
on 100 fs timescales. The polarisability and relaxation rates must form the basis of any active
graphene device, where electromagnetic energy is coupled to an evolving electronic system.
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Epigraph
This little inquiry has fused.
It is now growing faster than the speed of bloody light.
It’s not going to be something that we can see from space,
It’s going to be space!
—Stewart Pearson,The Thick of It
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
Control over the propagation and interactions of light at the smallest lengthscales
is the subject of the field of nano-optics. Whereas semiconductor based electronics
has enjoyed a miniaturisation, driven by industry, down to nanometre scales; inter-
actions with light on this scale are weak [1]. This is because photons can not be
confined to small volumes due to the diffraction limit, which sets the minimumwave-
length of light to be inversely proportional to its frequency. Semiconductor bandgaps
are typically in the infrared frequency range, limiting photons of this frequency to
wavelengths in the high hundreds of nanometres.
Plasmonics offers a solution to this size mismatch [2, 3]. Light couples to the oscil-
lations of surface charges on a metal-insulator interface as a surface plasmon polariton
(spp) mode. There are two primary features of spps which make them useful in nano-
optics applications; spps break the diffraction limit, i.e. they have wavevectors larger
than what is allowed for a photon of their given frequency; secondly they have large
field enhancements at the material interface. The combination of shorter wavevec-
tors and higher field densities allows for the interaction with the electronic systems
of active media [4, 5], that is usually weak with photons. This allows for applications
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including biosensing [6], plasmonic modulators [7], photodetectors [8], Nonlinear ef-
fects [9], and quantum optics [10, 11].
The simplest geometry in which to study spps is the planar stack, that is slabs of
material stacked in one dimension, leaving the other two dimensions uniform, and
therefore permitting planewave solutions. In this way, the dynamics of waves in 2d
are determined by the composition of the structure in the perpendicular direction.
Planar structures have the advantage of ease of fabrication and mechanical stability.
Nanoplasmonic layered structures have been shown to have applications as perfect
lenses [12, 13], behave with hyperbolic dispersion [14], and offer more exotic setups
such as “analogue computing” [15].
Planar structures provide a starting point for more complicated geometries, these
may be accessed by transforming the solutions using transformation optics [16, 17],
or composing together multiple layered structures into nanopatterned arrays [18, 19],
or devices [20].
Layers in planar structures can be taken to the limiting case of two-dimensional (2d)
materials [21]. These are molecularly thin layers, with heights of only a few atoms.
Materials in this class include graphene [22], transition metal dichalcogenides (tmds)
[23], and hexagonal boron nitride [24], which are the 2d equivalent of a metal, semi-
conductor, and insulator respectively [25]. These materials are significant as they
allow structures to be built where, not only is the light itself confined on a subwave-
length scale, but the materials themselves are too.
Two questions on the subject of active nanoplasmonics are considered in this thesis.
The first concerns stopped light. By controlling the dispersion relation of light in a
plasmonic waveguide such that energy is brought to rest at zero group velocity within
a gain medium, can a regime of lasing be entered without a cavity storing the light in
a resonant mode?
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Secondly; If graphene is optically pumped such that its carriers enter a state of
inversion, are plasmon modes supported and can the inversion compensate for any
material losses and lead to amplification of the plasmons?
Though seemingly disjoint, these questions are related by the approach one takes to
answer them. In both systems plasmons are coupled to an inverted electronic system
in order to induce the stimulated amplification that is to compensate for material
losses. Analysis of the amplification requires the exact calculation of the plasmon
dispersion relation in a complex frequency picture, which describes the losses and
gains in time.
The problems differ in key areas too. For stopped light gain is provided by a single
transition of a iii-v semiconductor modelled as a four-level system, whereas gain in
graphene is provided by a continuum of electron states within the graphene sheet
itself. This means graphene is host to broadband spontaneous emission, whereas
all emission in stopped light is monochromatic around the lasing frequency. Fi-
nally, Stopped light structures host surface plasmon polaritons, that retain a degree
of photonic character and with the potential of outcoupling. Graphene on the other
hand hosts plasmons, which are the short wavelength limit. Their character is more
Coulombic than photonic, and the material response must be considered to include
nonlocal effects.
The stopped light lasing question is approached by designing a structure which
supports a single-frequency low-dispersion stopped light band. The band is optimised
to support a broad range of wavevectors, allowing energy to be confined to narrow
widths. Then by examining the frequency domain characteristics of an optimised
structure, the parameters for a gain medium are selected. Time domain simulations
are then conducted to examine the transition from amplified spontaneous emission
to lasing, and to explain the lasing dynamics.
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In order to get a handle on the dynamics of plasmons in graphene, the complex
frequency plasmon dispersion relation must be solved for exactly within the random
phase approximation framework. A formalism is developed for determining polaris-
abilities of graphene with nonequilibrium electron distributions. Plasmon dispersion
relations are calculated for graphene in a state of photoinverted quasiequilibrium.
The formalism is to include the effects of Drude collision loss, finite temperature and
doping by impurities as each of these effects will seek to reduce the gain available.
Finally a dynamic study of the carrier system relaxation, coupled to spontaneous and
stimulated plasmon and phonon emission is conducted.
The thesis is in five chapters: The first, this overarching introduction, sets the scope
of the two main questions in a context of active planar nanoplasmonics. Chapter
2 contains theory of classical electromagnetism in homogeneous media leading to a
frequency domain analysis of waveguides. The finite difference time domain method
is introduced to complement and go beyond the frequency domain analysis. Finally
the evolutionary algorithm method of optimisation is introduced in the context of
plasmonic waveguides. Chapters 3 and 4 are the main content chapters, each with
their own introduction, literature, and conclusion, on the topics of stopped light lasing
and plasmons in nonequilibrium graphene respectively. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis
in a unifying context and offers an outlook.
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Theory and Methods
2.1. Maxwell's Equations
2.1.1. The Macroscopic Equations
At the fundamental level, all of classical electromagnetism and optics is governed by
the microscopic Maxwell’s equations, which relate the electric and magnetic fields, E
and B, to charge and current density source terms,  and J,
r  E = ="0 (2.1.a)
r  B = 0 (2.1.b)
rE =  @B
@t
(2.1.c)
rB = 0J+ "00@E
@t
; (2.1.d)
where the constants "0 and 0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space
respectively.
Light’s interactionwithmatter can be brought under this description by considering
a material which responds to electromagnetic fields by the redistribution of its inter-
nal charge and current sources. These internal sources can be split off from applied
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external charges and currents which drive the system as [26],
 = int + ext (2.2.a)
J = Jint + Jext : (2.2.b)
The internal terms may be expressed in relation to the medium’s polarisation and
magnetisation responses, P andM, by the differential definition:
int =  r  P (2.3.a)
Jint =rM+ @P
@t
: (2.3.b)
If one defines the following auxiliary fields, the electric displacement field,D andmag-
netic H-field,H as,
D = "0E+P (2.4.a)
H =
1
0
B M ; (2.4.b)
then one may restate the Maxwell’s Equations in macroscopic form,
r  D = ext (2.5.a)
r  B = 0 (2.5.b)
rE =  @B
@t
(2.5.c)
rH = Jext + @D
@t
: (2.5.d)
These equations become a complete description of the system onlywhen accompanied
by the corresponding constitutive relations for polarisation and magnetisation, which
encode the system’s response to external fields. In general these are non-linear func-
tionals with the only restriction, due to causality, that they can only depend on the
fields at past times,
P(x; t) = P[E(x0; t0  t);B(x0; t0  t)] (2.6.a)
M(x; t) =M[E(x0; t0  t);B(x0; t0  t)] : (2.6.b)
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2.1.2. Constitutive Relations
For the moment, let us restrict our attention to homogeneous media which can be
approximated in the linear response regime and where the polarisation is only a func-
tional of the electric field, and magnetisation of the magnetic field. It is usual to ex-
press the constitutive relations asD and B as functionals of E andH,1
D(x; t) = D[E(x0; t0)] (2.7.a)
B(x; t) = B[H(x0; t0)] : (2.7.b)
Then if the fields are taken into the Fourier domain, both in space and time; for the
displacement field this reads,
D(x; t) = D

d3Q d! ~E(Q; !)ei(Qx
0 !t0)

(2.8.a)
=

d3Q d!D
"
~E
~E
(Q; !)ei(Qx
0 !t0)
#
~E(Q; !) ; (2.8.b)
Where Q is the wavevector and ! the frequency. Fourier transformed quantities are
denoted here by tildes. Given the further condition that there is no scattering between
terms of different frequency or wavevector, one can write,
D(x; t) =

d3Q d! "(Q; !)"0 ~E(Q; !)| {z } ei(Qx !t) (2.9.a)
~D(Q; !) = "(Q; !)"0 ~E(Q; !) ; (2.9.b)
where " is the (dimensionless) permittivity tensor, which is non-local (wavevector
dependent), dispersive (frequency dependent), and, in general, anisotropic (tensorial).
An equivalent expression exists for the permeability for the magnetic fields,
~B(Q; !) = (Q; !)0 ~H(Q; !) : (2.9.c)
1 Although B is the fundamental gauge field,H is usually what is actually measured, which is why
it is the convention to express B in terms ofH rather than the other way around [27].
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2.1.3. Plane Waves
Having assumed planewaves as the eigenmodes of such a system, which is equivalent
to accepting the arguments leading to Eq. 2.9.b, one may seek to work out the prop-
agation characteristics of such waves. For this one writes the Fourier Transforms of
Eqs. 2.5.c and 2.5.d assuming no external sources and incorporates the constitutive
relations,
Q ~E = !0 ~H (2.10.a)
Q ~H =  !""0 ~E ; (2.10.b)
where for clarity, frequency and wavevector arguments are suppressed. Considering
first the isotropic case, where the permittivity becomes scalar ("E = "E and H =
H), one can make the rearrangement,
Q(Q  ~E) Q2 ~E =  !2""00 ~E (2.11.a)
Q(Q  ~H) Q2 ~H =  !2""00 ~H : (2.11.b)
Then by inserting the Fourier Transform of the divergenceMaxwell equations Eqs. 2.5.a
and 2.5.b,
Q  "~E = 0 (2.12.a)
Q   ~H = 0 ; (2.12.b)
two distinct types of solution are permitted, the longitudinal modes, which exist for
either " = 0 or  = 0,
Q(Q  ~E) Q2 ~E = 0 (2.13.a)
Q(Q  ~H) Q2 ~H = 0 ; (2.13.b)
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and the transverse mode, whereQ  ~E = Q  ~H = 0,
"
!2
c2
 Q2 = 0 (2.14.a)
~E =
r

"
Z0 ~H ; (2.14.b)
where thewave parameters c = ("00) 1=2 andZ0 = (0="0)1=2 are the vacuum speed
of light and vacuum impedance respectively. For completeness, the dimensionless
terms n = (")1=2 and Z = (=")1=2 are referred to as the refractive index and wave
impedance. Eq. 2.14.a is referred to as the dispersion relation, and describes transverse
plane waves that travel with a phase velocity vp = n(Q; !)c.
2.2. Material Properties
2.2.1. Kramers-Kronig Relations
Causality dictates that the material response fields P and M can only depend on
values of the driving fields E and H, at previous times. This can be encoded in the
frequency domain description discussed in Sec. 2.1.2, and gives a strict relationship
between the refractive and dissipative part of the material response.
To start one introduces the susceptibilities e and m,
~P(!) = "0e(!)~E(!) (2.15.a)
~M(!) = 0m(!) ~H(!) ; (2.15.b)
which relates to the auxiliary field definitions of Eqs. 2.4 and 2.9 as,
" = 1 + e (2.16.a)
 = 1 + m ; (2.16.b)
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where again, in general, the susceptibilities are tensors. In time domain, the response
field is given as the convolution of the driving field with the susceptibility kernel,
P(t) =
"0
2
[e(t)
 E(t)] = "0
2
 1
 1
dt0 e(t  t0)E(t0) : (2.17)
By inspection, one may infer that for P(t) to be independent of values of E(t0) for
times t0 > t then e(t   t0) must be zero for t   t0 < 0. This is equivalent to the
condition,
e(t) = e(t)(t) ; (2.18)
where (t) is the Heaviside step function. In frequency domain this is represented as
a convolution,
e(!) = e(!)
F [(t)] (2.19.a)
= e(!)


P i
2!
+
(!)
2

: (2.19.b)
This means that causal susceptibilities are eigenfunctions of the Hilbert Transform
with eigenvalue i:
ie(!) =
1

P
 1
 1
d!0
e(!
0)
!0   ! : (2.20)
By taking real and imaginary parts, the Kramers-Kronig Relations are derived,
Ree(!) =
1

P
 1
 1
d!0
Ime(!
0)
!0   ! (2.21.a)
Ime(!) =
1

P
 1
 1
d!0
 Ree(!0)
!0   ! : (2.21.b)
Knowing one part, either the real or imaginary, of the susceptibility (and hence per-
mittivity) will uniquely define the other. The real part determines thewave dispersion,
whereas the imaginary part is the loss, i.e. by how much the system oscillates out of
phase with the driving term leading to energy dissipation. This result proves that for
a material with any dispersion, there is necessarily loss (or gain) accompanying it.
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Figure 2.1: Kramers-Kronig contour integral.
The contour integral of Eq. 2.22 can be split into three parts, C1 [ C3 (deep green) is the
principal value of the integral along the real line; C2 (orange) is half the integral around a
pole at !; and C4 (pale green) is a contribution that vanishes as the contour limits to infinity.
A more subtle result that can be derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations is, that
as a function of a complex !, e(!) is analytic in the upper half-plane. Take the
following contour integral, 
C
d!0
e(!
0)
!0   ! ; (2.22)
over the closed contour C, where C is the infinite semicircle that encloses the upper
half-plane, with a infinitesimal semicircular dent taken out to avoid the pole at!0 = !,
as shown in Fig. 2.1, i.e. C = S4i=1 Ci with,
C1 = [  1; !   ] (2.23.a)
C2 =

!   e i 2 [0; ]	 (2.23.b)
C3 = [! + ;  1] (2.23.c)
C4 =

 1ei
 2 [0; ]	 ; (2.23.d)
in the limit as  ! 0.
So long as e(!) is analytic in the upper half-plane, that is to say there are no
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singularities in that region, then Eq. 2.22 will evaluate to zero. That is to say,

C1
+

C2
+

C3
+

C4
d!0
e(!
0)
!0   ! = 0 : (2.24)
Contributions from contours 1 and 3 combine to form the principal value of the inte-
gral. Contour 2 is equal to minus half the residue about the pole Contour 4 vanishes
to zero, which can be understood physically as the response of a material is unable to
match an arbitrarily fast driving term. This allows the rearrangement of Eq. 2.24 as,
P
 1
 1
d!0
e(!
0)
!0   ! =
1
2
2iRes

e(!
0)
!0   ! ; !

: (2.25)
which then exactly reproduces Eq. 2.20.
This guarantees that the upper half-plane of a causal response function is analytic,
and therefore free of singularities.
2.2.2. Drude-Lorentz Model
One of themost important material models that one can consider is the Drude-Lorentz
model. It is a causal [28] response that captures the behaviour of most resonance
phenomena. In its most general terms, it relates the time evolution of P to a driving
E field by a second order differential equation:
@2P
@t2
+ l
@P
@t
+ !2lP = !
2
p"0E ; (2.26)
where l is a damping term, !l is the restoring force frequency, and !p is the plasma
frequency - the coupling strength to the driving E field. In frequency domain, one
gets,
~P = "0
!2p
!2l   !(! + il)
~E ; (2.27)
where the Drude-Lorentz susceptibility can be extracted,
l(!) =
!2p
!2l   !(! + il)
: (2.28)
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This is analytic in the upper halfplane for l > 0, and as such obeys the Kramers-
Kronig relations of the previous section.
The origins of a Drude-Lorentz model may vary, and indeed as will be shown later,
a material may host multiple resonances, however, particularly for a metal, one may
explain the origins with a simple model for a free electron gas. For each electron, let
the displacement from its nucleus be given as x(t). A Newtonian force equation can
be built from this, using the Lorentz force law, i.e.,
m
@2x
@t2
=  eE ; (2.29)
where m is the effective mass of an electron and e is its charge. Additional forces
can be included, such as a collision term proportional to the velocity and inversely
to an average collision time  @x
@t
= . In this free electron picture, there is no restor-
ing force, though it is conceivable to add one for electrons bound to a lattice site.
The macroscopic polarisation can be related to these electron displacements, as each
displacement induces an electronic dipole moment, and these can be averaged to the
polarisation by multiplying by the electron number density, P =  enx. A compari-
son of terms allows for the mapping,
!2p !
ne2
m
;  !  1 ; !l ! 0 : (2.30)
This is the Drude model, and with an additional static background permittivity "bg, it
well describes metals.
Real materials typically have multiple resonances, which can be incorporated by
adding multiple Drude-Lorentz resonances,
 =
X
i
!2pi
!2l i   !(! + ili)
: (2.31)
These can have a variety of origins, i.e. in addition to the plasma mode discussed,
rotational modes, electronic transitions, etc.; and indeed the magnetic response, m,
can also be described as a sum of Drude-Lorentz resonances.
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2.3. Transfer Matrix Method
2.3.1. Transverse Electric and Transverse Magnetic Solutions
The transverse solutions of Sec. 2.1.3 can be generalised to anisotropic media. Con-
sider a medium with non-singular permittivity and permeability that are simultane-
ously diagonalisable, i.e., " = Diag("x; "y; "z) and  = Diag(x; y; z) in this co-
ordinate system. Further assume that the wave propagates in a plane normal to the
y-direction, i.e. Q = (q; 0; )T. Eqs 2.11 generalise to the eigenvalue equations,
" 1 [Q] 1 [Q] + 𝟙!
2
c2

~E = 0 (2.32.a)
 1 [Q] " 1 [Q] + 𝟙!
2
c2

~H = 0 ; (2.32.b)
with solutions to the first becoming the basis for transverse electric (te) modes,
xz"y
!2
c2
  xq2   z2 = 0 (2.33.a)
~E = ~E (0; 1; 0)T (2.33.b)
Z0 ~H = ~E

  c
x!
; 0;
cq
z!
T
; (2.33.c)
and solutions to the second equation becoming the basis for transverse magnetic (tm)
modes that will be discussed later in this section,
"x"zy
!2
c2
  "xq2   "z2 = 0 (2.34.a)
~E = Z0 ~H

c
"x!
; 0;  cq
"z!
T
(2.34.b)
Z0 ~H = Z0 ~H (0; 1; 0)
T ; (2.34.c)
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2.3.2. Planar Boundaries
Until now we have considered electromagnetic fields in a homogeneous space, how-
ever there is a lot of interesting physics to be found at the boundaries between differ-
ent media, and indeed the majority of this thesis considers surface phenomena.
Consider two infinite half-spaces divided by a planar boundary at z = 0. Let each
half-space be filled with a medium, characterised by permittivity and permeability "
and  as described above. The solutions in each half-space can be assumed to be the
same as those in the homogeneous case for each medium, i.e. planewaves.2
It then becomes a question to derive the boundary equationswhich knit together the
solutions at the boundary of the spaces. To start one takes the Macroscopic Maxwell’s
Equations, Eq. 2.5, and applies Gauss’ and Stokes’ theorems, to yield their integral
form,

@V
D  dS =

V
extdV (2.35.a)

@V
B  dS = 0 (2.35.b)

@
E  dl =   @
@t


B  d (2.35.c)

@
H  dl =


Jext  d + @
@t


D  d ; (2.35.d)
Allowing for the possibility of surface charges and currents, ext = s(z) and Jext =
Js(z), and taking the volume of integration, V , to be a cube of arbitrary x,y dimen-
sion, but infinitesimally thin in z and straddling the boundary plane, then,
(D2  D1)  e^z = s (2.36.a)
(B2  B1)  e^z = 0 : (2.36.b)
The surface of integration, , is a plane parallel to z and either x or y, again infinites-
2 Strictly, this is only true if the media are local in the direction normal to the interface.
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imal in z, this gives the further relations,
e^z  (E 2   E 1) = 0 (2.36.c)
e^z  (H2  H1) = Js : (2.36.d)
Where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the values of the fields just below and just above of
the interface.
For the planewaves to maintain continuity between each half-space, they must be
of the same frequency, and have the same component of wavevector parallel to the
surface. Considering the space-time domain solution of a single frequency compo-
nent, this restricts the value of the perpendicular component of the wavevector to be
determined by Eqs. 2.33.a and 2.34.a, for which there are two solutions, since they are
equations in 2. The solution in each space is given as,
E =
8>><>>:
E+1 e
i(qx+1z !t) + E 1 e
i(qx 1z !t) + c:c: : z < 0
E+2 e
i(qx+2z !t) + E 2 e
i(qx 2z !t) + c:c: : z > 0
; (2.37)
with equivalent solutions for H, B, and D. The surface charges and currents can be
included with the additional constitutive relation, defining the surface conductivity
s,
Js = s(q; !)E
q(z = 0) (2.38.a)
s = s(q; !)q  Eq(z = 0)=! ; (2.38.b)
where the parallel symbol on Eq indicates the z component of that vector is set to
zero, and q is the x; y plane projection ofQ.
To proceed, one needs to consider the te and tm solutions in turn and apply the
boundary value conditions for z = 0.
For the te solution, the non-zeroE andHfield components areEy,Hx, andHz . This
though is overdetermined, with Z0Hz = qc=(!z)Ey. The boundary value problem
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can be expressed as a matrix,0B@ Ey2
Z0Hx2
1CA =
0B@ 1 0
Z0s 1
1CA
| {z }
Ste
0B@ Ey1
Z0Hx1
1CA ; (2.39.a)
where it can be verified that this also continues the auxiliary fields in the correct man-
ner. One may determine the coefficients of the forward and backward propagating
waves in Eq. 2.37 by expressing it in matrix form for x = 0, t = 0,0B@ Eyi
Z0Hxi
1CA =
0B@ 1 1
 utei utei
1CA
| {z }
Ute
0B@A+i
A i
1CA ; (2.39.b)
with utei = ci=(xi!), and Ai = Ei  e^y.
The fields can then be calculated at any z coordinate by propagating the forward
and backward components,0B@A+i
A i
1CA

z
=
0B@eii(z z0) 0
0 e ii(z z
0)
1CA
| {z }
T
0B@A+i
A i
1CA

z0
; (2.39.c)
and of course, at any x and t by multiplication of ei(qx !t). The equivalent tm transfer
matrices are given as,0B@ Ex2
Z0Hy2
1CA =
0B@ 1 0
 Z0s 1
1CA
| {z }
Stm
0B@ Ex1
Z0Hy1
1CA (2.40.a)
0B@ Exi
Z0Hyi
1CA =
0B@utmi  utmi
1 1
1CA
| {z }
Utm
0B@A+i
A i
1CA (2.40.b)
0B@A+i
A i
1CA

z
=
0B@eii(z z0) 0
0 e ii(z z
0)
1CA
| {z }
T
0B@A+i
A i
1CA

z0
; (2.40.c)
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n=1
n=2
superstrate
substrate
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the transfer matrix method.
Fields (green arrows) are operated on by matrix transformations (orange arrows). The for-
ward and backward components at the top of substrate layer (A+0 ; A 0 ) are transferred
through the stack to forward and backward components at the bottom of the superstrate
layer ( A+3 ; A 3 ). Fields move between bases of forward and backward waves (↑ ↓) and elec-
tric and magnetic components (⊗ →).
with utmi = ci=("xi!). These are the matrices of the transfer matrix method (tmm).
The matrices, S, U, and T, in both the te and tm case, are assigned respectively
such that S continues electric and magnetic fields from one medium over an interface
into another; U converts from the basis of forward and backward travelling waves
to electric and magnetic field components; and T propagates forward and backward
travelling waves from a point z0 to a point z.
2.3.3. Stratified Media
Up until now, this matrix description can be at best described as book-keeping. Its
utility will become clear when generalising to stratified media. Consider a stack ofN
planar slabs on a substrate as in Fig. 2.2, each with its own material properties. Let
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the top interface of the ith slab be at zi, vector components with that label, e.g. Ai ,
be measured from there, i.e. just below the top interface in that layer. Starting in the
forward and backward basis, one may use the transfer matrices to propagate through
the stack from the one layer to the next.0B@A+i+1
A i+1
1CA = Ti+1U 1i+1SiUi
0B@A+i
A i
1CA : (2.41)
The exception to this being the superstrate, the (N + 1)th layer, which by definition
does not have a top interface. As such Esup is defined specially as the forward and
backward components just above the top interface of the N th layer, i.e.,0B@A+sup
A sup
1CA = U 1supSNUN
0B@A+N
A N
1CA : (2.42)
The full transfer matrixM is given as the product of each layer hop,
M = U 1supSNUN   T1U 11 S0Usub : (2.43)
Terms with similar indices can be grouped to give a matrix for each layer,
Mi = UiTiU
 1
i ; (2.44)
such that the transfer matrix for the whole stack is,
M = U 1sup
 
1Y
i=N
SiMi
!
S0Usub ; (2.45)
noting the reverse order on the product.
The matrix M maps forward and backward travelling waves in the substrate to
forward and backward waves in the superstrate. This can be used to calculate reflec-
tion and transmission spectra. Assume a plane wave incident in the superstrate, this
will both reflect at the surface and transmit into the substrate. This can be codified
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as a matrix equation, with the assumption that there is no incoming wave from the
substrate, 0B@r
1
1CA =M
0B@0
t
1CA ; (2.46)
where 1, r, t are the coefficients of the incoming, reflected, and transmitted compo-
nents, respectively, of the Ey field in the te case and of the Z0Hy field for tm. This is
solved as,
t = (M22) 1 (2.47.a)
r = (M12)=(M22) : (2.47.b)
The coefficients r and t can be used to determine the power flows by the introduction
of the Poynting vector,
S(x; t) = E(x; t)H(x; t) ; (2.48)
which is the flux vector of electromagnetic power [27]. Because it is the product of
fields, it is strictly speaking defined only in space-time domain, however for quasi-
monochromatic fields the time-averaged Poynting vector can be defined as:
hSi = 1
2
Re (EH) : (2.49)
The component normal to the stacking is of most interest, and in both the tm and te
case, this can be calculated in each layer as,
hSiz =
Reui
2Z0
 jA+i j2   jA i j2+ 1Z0 Imui Im  A+i A i  : (2.50)
The first term is power transferred in propagating fields, while the last term describes
power in evanescent fields.
For propagating waves incident in a lossless upper half-plane, the ratio of reflected
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and transmitted power flows to the incident power is calculated as,
R =
Reusup
2Z0
jA+supj2

Reusup
2Z0
jA supj2 (2.51.a)
T =
Reusub
2Z0
jA subj2

Reusup
2Z0
jA supj2 : (2.51.b)
In in terms of the coefficients of Eq. 2.47.a, this reads,
R = jrj2 (2.52.a)
T =
Reusub
Reusup
jtj2 : (2.52.b)
One point has been so far glossed over: the branch of the square root of 2. Both
positive and negative solutions are included, but to identify one or the other as for-
ward or backward travelling waves, one must chose  such that Re > 0 in the
superstrate. In the substrate the situation is more complicated, since the waves may
be either propagating or evanescent here. If  is real, pick the positive root, but if it is
complex or imaginary, it must be picked such that Im > 0, This will guarantee that
fields exponentially decay from the surface rather than diverging.
2.3.4. Surface Plasmon Polariton
With the transfer matrix, one is also able to calculate the bound modes of a system.
These are the eigenmodes of the system which have non-zero fields for a zero driving
field, i.e., 0B@A+sup
0
1CA =M
0B@ 0
A sub
1CA ; (2.53)
with the prescription that Im > 0 in both the super- and substrate, such that fields
on both sides decay away to infinity. This yields the condition thatM22 = 0 for bound
modes. In general this is satisfied for either one of the frequency ! or wavevector q
being a complex number, with the other remaining real.
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Here the example of the surface plasmon polariton (spp) is considered, a mode that
exists on the interface between a metal and an insulator, where charge carriers on
the metal’s surface couples to the electric field. Spps are of interest because, as will be
shown, they permit field solutions which extend beyond the diffraction limit, allowing
for high confinement of electromagnetic energy and large field enhancement at the
interface.
Consider a metal substrate and dielectric superstrate, the metal characterised by a
dispersive permittivity "(!) and the dielectric by a static constant "l. Both layers are
non-magnetic,  = 1, and there is no external surface conductivity s = 0. Spp modes
are tm in nature, so we shall only seek these solutions. It can be shown that te spp
solutions do not exist [26].
In this case the transfer matrix is given as,
M = U 1supUsub (2.54.a)
=
1
2
0B@ "l!csup 1
  "l!
csup
1
1CA
0B@ csub"(!)!   csub"(!)!
1 1
1CA ; (2.54.b)
which gives the spp condition,
M22 = 1
2

"l!
csup
csub
"(!)!
+ 1

= 0 (2.55)
"l
"(!)
+
sup
sub
= 0 : (2.56)
One can see that for this equation to have solutions, given "l > 0 and Im > 0, then
it must hold that Re "(!) < 0, which is characteristic of metals for frequencies below
their plasma frequency.
For a lossless Drude metal, i.e. "(!) = "1   (!p=!)2, an analytical solution exists,
q2 = "l
!
c
2 "1!2   ("l + "1)!2sp
("l + "1)(!2   !2sp)
; (2.57)
where !sp = !p=p"l + "1, is the surface plasmon frequency.
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For small wavevectors, the dispersion relation becomes ! ! qc=p"l, where it fol-
lows the dielectric medium lightline. As the wavevector increases, the curve shall
become shallower than the light line and as q ! 1, the dispersion relation tends
to the limiting value ! ! !sp. Here the spp transitions between being photonic in
character to becoming like a surface plasmon, where the field limits to being entirely
confined to the surface. The diffraction limit is surpassed here as an arbitrarily large
wavevector range is supported at a small frequency range, in the limit of no loss.
In this thesis, multi-layer structures will be considered that support hybrid spp
modes about one or multiple material interfaces. In general, analytical dispersion
relation solutions do not exist, but rather solutions for M22(q; !) = 0 are found
implicitly, using a root-finding algorithm.
2.4. Finite Difference Time Domain
The real world exists in time domain; whereas the frequency domain is mathemat-
ically complementary, the purpose of calculations done in it must ultimately be to
get a handle on the time evolution of a system. As the complexity of a system in-
creases, analytic methods begin to get less and less tractable. In order to complement
such techniques, numerical simulations may be employed. In this thesis, the finite
difference time domain (fdtd) method [29, 30] will be used.
In fdtd, the goal is to solve Maxwell’s equations for successive instants in time over
a discretised lattice. This is approached by taking the curl equations, and making the
time derivatives of the fields the subject. Making the assumption that there are no
external sources,
@E
@t
=
1
"0

rH  @P
@t

(2.58.a)
@H
@t
=   1
0

rE  @M
@t

: (2.58.b)
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½
1
0
½
1½
1
Figure 2.3: Schematic of fdtd Yee cell. Electric (green) and magnetic (orange) field
grids. They are shifted half a step from each other, forming an interlocking link.
Each field line passes through the centre of a square formed from lines of the other
field, e.g. Hx here passes through the centre of the highlighted E-field face, where
the finite differencerE is defined.
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Now, space and time are discretised as (t; x; y; z)! (nt; ix; jx; kx) and deriva-
tives are turned into finite differences, i.e.,
@E
@t
(x; t)! E
n+1
i;j;k   Eni;j;k
t
: (2.59)
Strictly, the above is a central difference and approximates the time derivative at a time
(n + 1=2)t. Therefore the corresponding right-hand-side terms must be evaluated
at this time. The curl operator is handled similarly,
rE(x; t)jx !
Ezjni;j+1;k   Ezjni;j;k
x
  Eyj
n
i;j;k+1   Eyjni;j;k
x
: (2.60)
In order to make best of this central difference, the lattice is arranged as a Yee grid
[29], where fields are stored separately by component andE andP fields are specified
on integer time coordinates, whereas H and M are specified on half integer time
coordinates. The lattice coordinates are more complicated, for E, components are
stored at half-integer coordinates in their own direction and at integer coordinates
otherwise. This is the opposite for the H field, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. From here,
one can write the update equations,
Exjn+1i+ 1
2
;j;k
= Exjni+ 1
2
;j;k
  " 10 Pxjn+1i+ 1
2
;j;k
+ " 10 Pxjni+ 1
2
;j;k
(2.61.a)
+
ct
x

Z0Hzjn+
1
2
i+ 1
2
;j+ 1
2
;k
  Z0Hzjn+
1
2
i+ 1
2
;j  1
2
;k

  ct
x

Z0Hyjn+
1
2
i+ 1
2
;j;k+ 1
2
  Z0Hyjn+
1
2
i+ 1
2
;j;k  1
2

Z0Hxjn+
1
2
i;j+ 1
2
;k+ 1
2
= Z0Hxjn 
1
2
i;j+ 1
2
;k+ 1
2
+ cMxjn+
1
2
i;j+ 1
2
;k+ 1
2
  cMxjn 
1
2
i;j+ 1
2
;k+ 1
2
(2.61.b)
+
ct
x

Ezjni;j+1;k+ 1
2
  Ezjni;j;k+ 1
2

  ct
x

Eyjni;j+ 1
2
;k+1
  Eyjni;j+ 1
2
;k

;
with corresponding equations for the omitted components.
With the update equations of the primary fields determined, it remains to describe
how the auxiliary fields update. In general, the constitutive equations are functionals
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of all past values of all fields, as described in Sec. 2.1.2 and Sec. 2.2.1, though this would
prove tricky to directly implement. In practice, material responses can be cast in
terms of a finite difference if they can be expressed in terms of a temporal differential
equation. This lends the Drude-Lorentz model of Sec. 2.2.2 well to inclusion within
fdtd, though it’s update equations and how to incorporate them are beyond the scope
of this thesis.
The fdtd algorithm therefore proceeds by iterating over updating in order the E
field,M field,H field, and P field over all space for each timestep.
There are limitations to fdtd. Its staggered grid structure means that material inter-
faces are not sharply defined, and any curvature on an interface will also experience
a staircasing effect that can lead to spurious hot-spots especially in plasmonic struc-
tures where geometric effects play a key role. The grid is also regular, which is to say
it can not be adaptively refined in areas of interest, rather all points must be simulated
to the same resolution. This adds to the numerical load, as the smallest wavelength
component of the fields, as well as the smallest geometrical features must be provided
with sufficient resolution. This is again especially relevant in plasmonics, where field
confinement is a feature.
Because of its nature as a full wave time domain solver, fdtd can often be the fi-
nal say on a theoretical investigation. Short of doing a real-world experiment, fdtd
numerical simulations find their utility as a heavy-duty tool. That is, the Maxwell’s
equations are solved at every discretised point in space, so it is often slower and more
cumbersome, but can as a result of the inherent thoroughness produce results for
questions that other techniques are unable to.
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Generate initial
population
Calculate fitness of
each chromosome in
the current population
A quantile of the fiest
chromosomes are selected
for the new population
New population
becomes current
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Does the
current population
achieve the terminating
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Is the
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filled?
Pick from a randomly
selected subset of the
current population, the
two fiest chromosomes
Mutate these
chromosomes and add
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Return fiest
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Yes
No
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No
Figure 2.4: Evolutionary algorithm flowchart.
2.5. Evolutionary Algorithm
For a planar stratified structure whose properties can be determined by a transfer ma-
trix method, one may wish to optimise some aspect of its response to electromagnetic
radiation. This may be in the dispersion relation of bound modes or in the trans-
mission and reflection spectra. For example, to prescribe the frequency of a bound
mode, or a reflection peak; or set whether there is only a single mode or many modes
within a frequency range; or control the amplitude and phase response to an incom-
ing wavepacket. These properties are entirely determined by the composition of the
structure, however it often not obvious how changes in the structure lead to changes
in the response.
The structures to be considered can be described by a finite number of numeric or
discrete parameters, i.e. for each layer: the thickness of the layer, the material model
to use, and the parameters of that model. This is well suited to optimisation using an
evolutionary algorithm (ea) [31].
In brief, an ea operates by storing multiple copies of these parameter sets, perturb-
ing the values of the parameters randomly, ordering the sets by how the system they
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describe performs against a fitness metric, and keeping only the best variants to the
next round.
More fully, in the language of an ea, this would be to say that a population of chro-
mosomes is kept, and on each iteration of the algorithm, new chromosomes are gen-
erated from mutations of the current ones, the next generation population is filled
by selection of these chromosomes by a fitness function. The goal of the ea is to find
a chromosome which extremises the fitness function globally, and as such an ea is
most suitable when the evaluation of the fitness function can be performed relatively
quickly as a large number of members of the state space must be evaluated and com-
pared.
A chromosome is simply the set of parameters which describes a system, i.e. a
list of numbers or discrete option values. They are atomic entities, independent of
other chromosomes. Each chromosome may have its fitness function evaluated to
determine how suitable its corresponding physical system is to a problem.
Each iteration of the ea holds a set of chromosomes, ordered by their fitness func-
tion, known as a population. The first generation is seeded population either with
randomly generated structures, or structures that have been tuned by hand, perhaps
by approximative theoretical methods. Populations of subsequent generations are
constructed by firstly taking a small quantile of the fittest chromosomes from the
previous iteration, with the remaining places filled with mutations of chromosomes
selected from the previous set. The progress of the algorithm can be tracked by exam-
ining the fittest chromosome at the end of each iteration. At the end of each iteration,
a terminating condition is evaluated, which determines if the algorithm should stop,
returning the fittest chromosome, e.g. if the best structure in the population is within
a defined tolerance of the target output, or if a set number of iterations have elapsed.
If the terminating condition is not met, then the algorithm continues for another it-
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eration. The operation of the ea is described as a flowchart in Fig. 2.4.
The mutation process generates a new chromosome by randomly perturbing the
values of parameters of a parent chromosome. It is by mutation that the state space
of chromosomes is mapped.
For the layered structures considered here, the mutation process will perturb both
the properties of the layers themselves, and the relationship between layers. Numeric
parameters, such as layer thicknesses and those used in material models are perturbed
by a Gaussian random variable, and the discrete parameters, such as the layer model,
can be randomly selected from a list. Typically only one or few parameters will be
changed in each mutation. The parameters of the layers themselves don’t sit in iso-
lation. The number of layers in these structures is variable and mutation allows for
adding or removing of layers or indeed swapping the order of layers and shifting the
boundary between adjacent layers.
Whereas the ea is widely applicable to problems in nano-optics, the fitness function
is not general and has to be constructed for each problem based on what characteris-
tics are to be selected for. In Sec. 3.4.2 a fitness function will be defined for structures
that hold light in a bound mode at zero group velocity, seeking to reduce the disper-
sion of a wavepacket propagating in the structure.
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Plasmonic Stopped Light Lasing
3.1. Introduction
The speed at which light travels in vacuum is a fundamental property of the universe
and is the upper limit on the speed at which energy can be transferred. This speed
is outside the scale of normal human experience, and in the context of nano-optics
is considerable at 299.792458 μm/ps. This high speed does present a problem when
storing light-energy, however; light does not readily slow down. In the presence of
polarising or magnetising media, light will be slowed by a factor defined as the refrac-
tive index, which typically is no larger than about 5, with the largest bulk refractive
index known being that of a metamaterial with an index of 33 [32].
The reduction in speed can be improved on by considering the wave nature of light,
and in a chosen frequency interval, modifying the dispersion relation of a wavepacket
through resonant phenomena. This is the field of inquiry of slow or stopped light
(sl), and is studied within a broad range of research areas from where the resonant
phenomena can be derived [33]. These range from electromagnetically induced trans-
parency in cold atom gases [34, 35, 36, 37] and in solid state devices [38, 39, 40, 41, 42],
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to periodic backreflectance in photonic crystal structures [43, 44, 45], semiconductor
quantum wells [46], and Goos-Hänchen shift [47] in negative refractive index meta-
material structures [48, 49]. These approaches are not without issues to overcome.
Applications in optical information processing would require integrated structures
operating under ambient conditions, which limits the utility of cold atom gases in
this context. Photonic crystals rely on periodic structuring, where stopped light res-
onances are vulnerable to imperfections and disorder, reducing the speeds to hun-
dredths of the vacuum velocity but falling short of complete stopping [50, 51]. Meta-
materials, on the other hand, require operation to be on lengthscales where the meta-
atoms are effectively homogenised [52], and require intricate patterning within these
scales [53, 54], though the chief problemwith metal based metamaterials is Drude loss
[55, 56].
In this thesis, stopped light is considered in the context of planar nanoplasmonic
structures [57]. Plasmonic stopped light is also robust against disorder, as shown in
Ref. [58], but will not be discussed in detail here. Whereas plasmonic structures are
still susceptible to Drude loss faced in the metamaterial case, this can be compensated
for by the inclusion of a gain material. Finally, the composition of such plasmonic
structures is simple and lends itself well to experimental realisation.
Stopped light brings about an enhanced density of states [59] and allows for the
localisation of light coherently over long timescales, which can enhance nonlinear
effects [60] and interaction with active components [61, 62], making stopped light
relevant for applications in the light harvesting of solar cells [63, 64, 65], quantum in-
formation processing [35], and optical memories [66] as well as applications in optical
communications [67].
One of the implications of stopped light, that is perhaps its most interesting, is
stopped light lasing. When designing a laser there are, broadly, two components that
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must be considered - gain and feedback. Gain is the mechanism by which photons (or
indeed plasmons) are generated by stimulated emission. Here a photon will induce
the relaxation of an electron from one state to another of lower energy, and crucially,
emit a second photon that is coherent with the first. This process can be repeated, and
while the electron population is inverted (that is there are more electrons in the upper
rather state, rather than the lower), will grow the number of photons in a coherent
state exponentially. The gain media that are available include semiconductors in bulk
[68], quantum dots [69] and wells [70], as well as organic laser dye molecules [71].
Feedback, on the other hand, is themeans bywhich the photons emitted are coupled
back to interact with the same gain medium, such that they may stimulate further
emission. Most lasers will use a resonant cavity for this purpose, where the cavity
modes localise electromagnetic energy over a gain medium. In the field of nanolasing
there have beenmany such examples including photonic crystal defect modes [72, 73],
microcavity resonators [74, 75, 76], and even the multiple scattering of a “random
laser” [77, 78].
Stopped light offers an alternative mechanism for feedback than with a cavity. sl
modes are only confined in one spatial dimension, and not in the other two. This
permits a continuum of planewave solutions, i.e. sl modes are propagating waves,
rather than standingwaves, albeit at zero group velocity. The lasingmode of a stopped
light laser forms dynamically, based on the gain support for the continuum of modes
instead of being predetermined by the geometry of a cavity. Here the feedback is
provided by a balance of adjacent forward and backward power flows that form a
closed-loop optical vortex which gives rise to the zero group velocity.
In this chapter, we seek stopped light structures, these are heterogeneous media,
whose dispersion relations have at least one zero group velocity point, i.e. Re d!
dq
= 0
for some finite values of the wavevector q. In such structures, wavepackets of light
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are pinned and do not drift away albeit still propagating with a finite phase velocity.
Though to spatially confine light over long timescales, it is not enough just to have a
zero group velocity, one needs to also minimise the dispersion and material losses.
The energy confinement of stopped light provides the basis for the feedback mech-
anism required for lasing to occur. Nanoplasmonic stopped light lasing is shown to
provide a robust mechanism for the ultrafast excitation of coherent surface plasmon
polaritons from simple, experimentally realisable, subwavelength structures.
3.1.1. Organisation of chapter
This chapter is structured as follows: In Sec. 3.2 the dispersion relation of light is
explained, introducing phase, group, and dispersion velocities. This is followed by a
discussion of the differences between a complex frequency and complex wavevector
picture of dispersion in Sec. 3.3.
The features that make a good stopped light structure, how to find and optimise
structures that possess these, and finally how to excite stopped light modes are pre-
sented in Sec. 3.4. An optimised structure is then analysed in frequency domain,
including how plasmon modes can become undamped with the inclusion of a gain
medium in Sec. 3.5.
Time domain simulations are performed in Sec. 3.6. These are based on a four level
system model for the gain (Sec. 3.6.1). Section 3.6.2 investigates how the lasing mode
is onset as gain density is increased, for a stopped light structure and a non-stopped
control structure. Then in Sec. 3.6.3 the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
lasing mode is examined as the width of the gain medium is reduced, exploring the
confinement and output of the lasing mode.
The results are summarised and the chapter is concluded in Sec. 3.7.
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3.2. Phase Velocity, Group Velocity, and Dispersion
Before entering into a study of particular plasmonic stopped light structures, we first
explore how a wavepacket propagates under a dispersion relation !(q), and how its
shape evolves as it does. This will have implications, as will be shown, for the lateral
confinement of such a wavepacket within a finite area.
Consider a wave propagating in one dimension x, with a well defined wavevector,
q0, and a narrow spatial bandwidth,  10 , which gives it a slowly varying spatial en-
velope with a width  0, Then the dispersion relation is well described by its Taylor
expansion to second order about q = q0,
!(q) = vpq0 + vg(q   q0) + vd0
2
(q   q0)2 + : : : ; (3.1)
where the following velocities are introduced1 in place of the usual derivative Taylor
coefficients: phase velocity, vp = !(q0)=q0, group velocity, vg = !0(q0), and dispersion
velocity vd = !00(q0)=0.
A Gaussian wavepacket following this prescription has the functional form,
'(x) = exp

  x
2
220
+ iq0x

+ c:c: (3.2)
at a single instant in time, t = 0. In order to calculate the time evolution of the wave
packet, the function needs to be expressed in the Fourier domain, where the dispersion
relation applies,
~'(q) =
1
2
 1
 1
dx '(x)e iqx (3.3)
=
0p
2
exp

 
2
0(q   q0)2
2

: (3.4)
1 If three separate velocities seems a lot, in 1977, S. C. Bloch reviews seven previously identified
velocities of light in dispersive media and introduces his own eighth [79].
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a.
b. c. d. e.
i.h.g.f.
j. k. l. m.
Figure 3.1: Effect of moments of the dispersion relation.
A Gaussian enveloped planewave at t = 0, a, is shown individually under the effects of the
moments of the dispersion relation for t > 0. Subfigures are paired to have a negative then
positive value of an individual moment, with all others set to zero.
b, c. phase velocity vp - envelope remains constant as phase advances.
d, e. loss  - amplitude of the envelope decreases/increases.
f , g. group velocity vg - envelope shifts as phase remains constant.
h, i. group loss ug - amplitude of envelope increases as phase wavelength increases/de-
creases.
j, k. dispersion velocity vd - envelope widens and a negative/positive chirp is induced.
l, m. dispersion loss ud - envelope widens/narrows with no chirp.
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In this basis, the time evolution is simply given by multiplication by the propagator
e i!(q)t,
~'(q; t) = ~'(q)e i!(q)t : (3.5)
The wavepacket then becomes,
~'(q; t) =
0p
2
exp

 (
2
0 + ivd0t)(q   q0)2
2
  ivg(q   q0)t  ivpq0t

; (3.6)
which when transformed back, yields the form,
'(x; t) =
s
1
1 + ivdt=0
exp

  (x  vgt)
2
2(20 + ivg0t)
+ iq0x  i!0t

+ c:c: (3.7)
or,
'(x; t) = '0(t) exp

 (x  vgt)
2
2(t)2

exp (iq0(x  vpt))
 exp

i
(x  vgt)2
2(t)2
vdt
0

(3.8)
+ c:c:
with the following definitions made: (t)2 = 20 + (vdt)2, and '0(t) =
q
20 i0vdt
(t)2
.
Examining Eq. 3.8 term by term; the first two exponential terms determine that this
is a Gaussian function that is modulated with a planewave of wavevector q0, as in
Eq. 3.2. The modulation now has a phase velocity vp, and the envelope is centred on
vgt, a point that moves in time with the group velocity vg. The width of the Gaussian
increases over time, as determined by (t), which increases over time proportionally
to the dispersion velocity vd and decreases the peak amplitude of the pulse as it spreads,
as determined by '0(t). The final term is a complex phase factor that determines the
chirp of the wave, which at any instant in time, gives a spatial factor exp(iq2cx02) (for
x0 = x  vgt, and qc is a time-dependant constant), which is a complex phasor with a
wavelength that decreases away from a central point. Another way to envisage this is,
when the dispersion relation has a positive curvature, the local group velocity d!
dq
(q)
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is higher for larger wavevectors than for small ones, as such higher wavevector com-
ponents make their way to the front of the wavepacket, leaving the low wavevector
components at the back.
The previous analysis has presented the time evolution as though the dispersion
relation were real valued, whereas in general, each of the moments has an imaginary
part, which will be denoted as,
!(q) = Re!(q) + i + iug(q   q0) + iud0
2
(q   q0)2 + : : : : (3.9)
For even order moments  and ud, the loss and dispersion loss, positive values rep-
resent gain whilst negative represent loss. The odd moment ug, the group loss, is
alternatingly gainy or lossy either side of the central wavevector, with the effect of
shifting the central wavevector over time . The effect of all the moments of the dis-
persion relation is plotted in Fig. 3.1.
The resulting expansion of a Gaussian pulse evolution is lengthy, therefore its ex-
plicit expression will be omitted here. The group loss and dispersion loss terms each
contribute to the complex phase of the wavepacket, though this will not be explored
further. The effect on the amplitude however is to multiply by an exponential factor
and to apply a spatial convolution by an additional broadening term2,
'(x; t)! exp

t  u
2
g
2ud0
t


exp

x2
20udt

j0udtj 
x '(x; t) : (3.10)
These additional terms are present because the imaginary part of the dispersion rela-
tion will change the profile of the wavevector spectral density over time,
j'(q; t)j2 / e2[Im!(q)]t : (3.11)
This is in contrast to the real moments of the dispersion relation, which do not alter
the spectral density.
2 For this second order Taylor expansion model to remain valid, the loss dispersion, ud should satisfy,
ud  0 and judj & jugj.
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This section has explained how the dispersion relation affects the space-time propa-
gation of band-limited electromagnetic radiation. By engineering the dispersion rela-
tion, via choice of materials and structuring, one may seek to control the pulse prop-
agation itself. This is to include control over the shape of a pulse, and how it drifts
and disperses, but also the phase relations and chirping.
3.3. Complex Wavevector and Complex Frequency
The dispersion relation of the modes of a planar heterostructure, as discussed in
Sec. 2.3.3, is determined as the condition required to maintain a nonzero electromag-
netic field within a structure in the absence of an external driving field. The solutions
are planewaves in a direction of propagation perpendicular to the stacking of the het-
erostructure, i.e. exp(iqx   i!t), and the dispersion relation is the range of allowed
q and ! value pairs. The dispersion can, of course, be expressed in functional form as
either qi(!) or !i(q), where i is the mode index. The functions are called the complex
wavevector (cwv) and complex frequency (cf) representations, respectively. In gen-
eral both quantities are complex, but expressing them in functional form allows for
the function argument to be given as a real eigenvalue parameter. Both descriptions
are equivalent, and describe the same space time dynamics.
Consider a structure with a single mode, with a monotonic dispersion relation. Its
spacetime profile can be expressed in the complex wavevector picture as,
'(x; t) =
 1
 1
d! ~'(!)eiq(!)x i!t ; (3.12)
which could be interpreted at face value as in integral along the real axis, or alterna-
tively as a complex contour integral along the path !(s),
'(x; t) =
 1
 1
ds
d!
ds
~'(!(s))eiq(!(s))x i!(s)t : (3.13)
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If the path is chosen such that q(!(s)) = s for all s 2 R, then the integral becomes,
'(x; t) =
 1
 1
ds ~'(s)eisx i!(s)t ; (3.14)
with ~'(s) = ~'(!(s))d!
ds
, and this is exactly the complex frequency representation, as
parameterised by a real wavevector s. Themode’s spectral content ~'(!) is analytically
continued from the real axis to the curve !(s).
Given the equivalence of the two pictures, the utility of each must be discussed.
The complex frequency picture is parameterised with a real wavevector eigenvalue;
this means that it is a description suited to having a wavepacket with a known spatial
distribution at one instant in time, and calculating the time evolution, i.e. having
energy stored in a structure and calculating how it dissipates.
The complex wavevector picture on the other hand, is suited to knowing the time
evolution of a wavepacket at a single point in space, and then calculating the propa-
gation of the wave through space. e.g. calculating propagation in a fibre-optic cable
with a known signal input at one end.
For stopped light, it is the complex frequency representation that is the most use-
ful. This can be justified both intuitively and mathematically. Intuitively, we will
want to determine the propagation of a wavepacket with losses at the zero group ve-
locity point. It makes little sense to consider the complex wavevector (losses in space)
picture as, by construction, we are considering wavepackets that do not propagate in
space. Conversely losses in time are indeed a meaningful quantity for a stationary
wavepacket.
Mathematically speaking, for a structure with at least one stopped light point, i.e.
where Re d!
dq
= 0 for a finite q, this is just a turning point in an !(q) description,
whereas in a q(!) picture, this is a singular point, and multiple branches of the func-
tion must be considered to capture the behaviour about the point.
In practice, stopped light points don’t even manifest themselves in the complex
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wavevector solutions [80, 59], therefore from here on, the complex-frequency picture
is used to analyse the sl modes of structures under consideration.
Though the complex-wavevector picture can not describe stopped light itself, it will
be shown that it is well suited to describing the plasmons that are emitted as an output
channel from stopped light lasing.
3.4. Plasmonic Stopped Light Structures
In order to confine light longitudinally in a waveguide, a wide range of wavevectors
must be supported within a narrow frequency range. A way of achieving this would
be to use a structure that supports two zero group velocity (zgv) points on the same
mode. A zgv point defines a turning point in the real part of the dispersion relation,
i.e. Re d!
dq
(q0) = 0. By definition, having two adjacent zgv points implies that the dis-
persion relation in-between is necessarily monotonic, since no further turning points
can exist within the interval. It is also guaranteed that a point of zero dispersion,
Re d
2!
dq2
= 0, (see Sec. 3.2) exists in the range.
The range of wavevectors between the two zgv points is referred to as a stopped
light band. The quality of such a band will be determined by two factors, how narrow
the frequency bandwidth is, and how broad the wavevector bandwidth is. For a pair
of stopped light points zgv 1 and zgv 2, the frequency and wavevector bandwidths are
given as! = !2 !1 andq = q2 q1 respectively. This allows for the definition of
the band velocity vb, which is the average group velocity between the zgv endpoints,
vb =
!2   !1
q2   q1 =
!
q
: (3.15)
The wavevector bandwidth determines the minimum width that a light pulse can be
confined to, i.e.  2=q, whereas the frequency bandwidth will set the overall flat-
ness of the band, and additionally ensures the operation of the stopped light device to
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remain quasi-monochromatic, which becomes important as the stopped light mode is
coupled to inverted emitters in a narrow frequency band (see Sec. 3.5).
For this study, we consider structures with materials characteristic of a iii-v semi-
conductor, i.e. InGaAsP for dielectric layers, and a transparent conducting oxide [81],
such as Indium Tin Oxide (ito) for metallic layers. The dielectric is modelled with
a constant permittivity " = 11:68. Ito, which has a plasma resonance in the visible
which can be tuned by doping, allowing for operation in the near infrared (i.e. at
telecoms wavelength [  1550 nm]). It is modelled by a Drude model with param-
eters as given in Tab. 3.1 provided by experimental data [82], with the loss reduced
by a factor of 10, which can be achieved through high fabrication quality and at low
temperatures [83].
3.4.1. Mode Hybridisation
The dispersion of plasmonic structures is ultimately determined by how its layers are
composed, i.e. their thickness, material, and relative ordering. It is possible to predict,
and even control, how the dispersion relation will look before explicitly calculating
it. Having such a model becomes useful in reducing the search space of optimisa-
tion methods discussed in the next section, since calculating the dispersion relation
consists of solving a transcendental equation, which requires numerical methods.
The predictive power stems from the spatial profile of the plasmonic mode having
peaks on metal/dielectric interfaces with exponential tails,
'(z) /
8>><>>:
exp (  Im+(q)(z   z0)) z > z0
exp (Im (q)(z   z0)) z < z0
; (3.16)
where Im(q) > 0, and broadly increases with q. For small values of q, the tails are
broad and the mode overlaps with the rest of the structure, whereas for large q the
mode only sees the interface which it sits at. Each metal/dielectric interface hosts a
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Figure 3.2: Hybridisation of modes.
Dispersion relations,Re!(q), are plotted, with the asymptotic light lines in vacuum! = cq,
and in dielectric ! = cq="2bg, and surface plasmon frequencies, !sp0 = !p=
p
"1 + 1 and
!sp1 = !p=
p
"1 + "bg. Modes of interest are highlighted in deep green, and zgv points
marked in orange. a. The spp mode of a metal-air interface, is hybridised with b. the odd
mode of a metal-insulator-metal structure, c. forming a metal-insulator-metal-air struc-
ture in order to produce a mode with two zero group velocity points at finite wavevec-
tor. The modes of the “base structures” are included in the background of c. to show the
hybridisation.
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surface plasmon, and at low wavevectors they will overlap and hybridise, while for
high q they will decouple.
This was shown in Ref. [57] with a metal substrate underneath two dielectric layers,
a high index beneath a low index dielectric. The dispersion relation initially followed
the steeper plasmon dispersion of the metal/low-index overshooting the lower fre-
quency of the asymptoticmetal/high-index surface plasmon frequencywhich it would
tend to for high wavevectors. This produced a zgv point between the two regimes,
that was somewhat tunable by the thickness of the middle layer.
A similar approach can be used for introducing two stopped light points. The two
modes to hybridise are that of ametal-insulator-metal (mim) system [84], and ametal-
air (ma) plasmon. The structures and dispersion relations are plotted in Fig. 3.2. The
mim system has two modes, even and odd; the odd mode (in the z component of the
E-field) contains two zgv points itself, the first one is at zero wavevector and is not
useful being inside the light cone, the second one is at a high wavevector near where
the even and odd modes become degenerate, and is preserved.
In the combination structure, that is a metal-insulator-metal-air (mima) system, the
odd mode of the mim system hybridises with the ma plasmon, removing the zero-
wavevector zgv point but introducing a new point in the overlap. The second zgv
point can also be perturbed and gets pulled in to a lower wavevector value, depending
of the precise structural configuration.
The positions of the zgv points can be tuned by adjusting the thicknesses of each
layer, while further fine control can be attained by introducing additional dielectric
layers [85].
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Figure 3.3: Evolutionary optimisation of stopped light structures.
The dispersion relation, group velocity, and fitness metric of a number of sl structures. a, b,
and c. are tested against the band velocitymetric. d. and e. are examples of structures tested
under alternate metrics and with relaxed conditions on materials and layer thicknesses, i.e.
(d) Minimising the second derivative (dispersion) at a zgv point, (e) Placing the zgv point
at q = 1nm 1, ! = 2c=1550 nm for a leaky mode.
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3.4.2. Evolutionary Optimisation
Any given stopped light structure can be optimised using an evolutionary algorithm,
as detailed in Sec. 2.5. The algorithm is seeded with a structure that already has two
stopped light points in one band, as prescribed in the previous section. The algorithm
then generates a number of similar structures, and for each, the dispersion relation of
the corresponding band is calculated. Structures without two zgv points are immedi-
ately discarded. The remaining structures are assigned and ordered by a fitnessmetric,
and then passed through the ea routine for mutation, recombination and selection.
For the purpose of identifying zgv points, only the real part of the group velocity is
required to be zero, this is despite the dispersion relation itself being complex (see
Sec. 3.2) as it is the real part that determines the shift of the mode over time.
In order to quantify the quality of a stopped light structure, a fitness metric must
be defined and calculated. In general this is a functional of the dispersion relation,
f [!(q)], (either over the whole curve, or just between the zgv points). In practice
though, this can be reduced in complexity, and it suffices to just consider a function
of the bandwidths f(q; !). The landscape of their possible values needs to be con-
sidered and how changes in both variables makes a more or less desirable structure.
The band velocity on face value would seem to be a suitable parameter, as,
f(q; !) = 1=jvbj : (3.17)
A subtlety does however arise, in that the second zgv point can tend towards an
infinite value of q2 for finite !2, This will send the band velocity to zero, but allows for
an arbitrarily large frequency bandwidth. To counteract this, a highwavevector cutoff
is introduced at around qc  2=10 nm, which modifies the wavevector bandwidth
to 0q = max(q2; qc)  q1 which then enters the metric.
Three candidate sl structures are contrasted in Fig. 3.3. Each of them representing a
iii-v / ito heterostructure, but with varying layer configurations, each layer optimised
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to the nearest 10 nm. The first is an example of a structure with a single stopped light
point, which would be rejected by this particular configuration of the ea as it fails to
possess two zgv points, and hence cannot be assigned a fitness metric. The second
structure possesses two zgv points and covers a wide range of wavevectors, hence
represents a good candidate with a fitness metric of f = 131=c. The third structure is
an optimised version of the previous one with a lower band velocity, giving a fitness of
f = 262=c. Albeit its zgv points are closer together in q, there is a smaller frequency
gap, which results in a band velocity around half of its predecessor. The gradient of
the bands can be seen from the dispersion diagram, the dispersion in Fig. 3.3.c exhibits
a much flatter band than in b.
Two further structures are presented, these have been optimised by the ea but with
less strict constraints and with different fitness metrics. The first seeks to minimise
the dispersion, @2!
@q2
at a zgv point, rather than the band velocity. This effectively
brings two zgv points to coalescence rather than spreading them out, which doesn’t
guarantee a wide band. Here a third zgv point appears in the vicinity of the first
two, this does not contribute directly to the metric, but does make an overall stronger
sl structure. The disadvantage to this approach, is that a second order zgv point is
fragile; Akin to the repeated root of a quadratic equation, a perturbation of parameters
could lead to either two separate zgv points, or indeed none at all. Structures can
only be tuned to a degree before fabrication tolerances and disorder will smear their
properties.
The second additional structure is onewhich considers leakymodes, where the fields
in the air layer are exponentially growing, rather than decaying, and the boundmodes
appear within the light cone. Leaky modes optimised by this method were analysed
for the photonic structure presented in Ref. [86]. For the structure in Figure 3.3.e,
the target was to place a zgv point at telecoms frequency ! = 2c=1550 nm at a
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wavevector of q = 1 μm 1. i.e. f = ((! !0)2=c2 +(q  q0)2) 1. This structure used
the material properties of Silicon and Silicon Dioxide in two dielectric layers, with
arbitrarily precise thicknesses. Whereas this structure will not be considered here, as
its modes are photonic in character, a case which has been treated separately [86], it
serves to illustrate the versatility of the ea for designing structures.
The optimised sl structure that is used within the rest of the chapter is presented in
more detail in Fig. 3.4 with properties in Tab. 3.2. It is composed of an ito substrate on
the bottom, and a semiconductor layer sandwiched between an ito strip on top with
layers optimised to the nearest 10 nmThemodes of this structure are shown alongside
in Fig. 3.4.b, and indeed the bound tm 1 mode hosts two zgv points. As a result it
exhibits a very flat band with a band velocity of vb =  c=262. The mode profile of
the energy density of a planewave in the mode is also shown in dependence of the
wavevector q. Being plasmonic in nature, the field is peaked on the interface between
the metallic and dielectric layers, and for low q values, where the dispersion follows
the light cone, it is primarily located in the air layer, entering the structure for higher
q values. The field has significant value throughout the profile of the dielectric layer
for wavevectors between around q 2 [0:002; 0:025] nm 1, i.e. while the plasmons that
sit on either side of the dielectric are coupled. This enhancement of fields is important
for stopped light lasing, as it provides a large overlap between the field profile and an
embedded gain medium.
For completeness, the cwv modes are also presented in Fig. 3.4. To avoid confusion
with the zgv points of the cf modes, the complex wavevector is labelled  rather
than q as previously. There are an infinite range of cwv modes, each with increasing
imaginary component; the first four are listed here. The modes map to the cf set in
particular places on the dispersion curve, but pick up large loss where they diverge.
Having, to a large degree, removed the effects of drift and dispersion from our
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Figure 3.4: Dispersion relation of a stopped light structure.
a. Complex frequency mode dispersion relations - The mode of interest is highlighted in
deep green and its zgv points marked as orange dots. Also marked are the light line and
surface plasmon frequency, both for the vacuum and dielectric.
b. Group velocity log plot of the mode of interest - Positive group velocities in green, neg-
ative in orange. The point of zero dispersion is marked in grey.
c. Description of the structure and energy density throughout the structure of a planewave
of wavevector q in the bound mode.
d. Modal loss, Im!(q), up-to the limiting value of  p=2.
e. Complex wavevector modes Re(!) - The first four modes are plotted, the second mode
(orange) is of negative phase velocity. The complex frequency modes are plotted in the
background to show the correspondence.
f . Modal loss, Im(!), of corresponding complex wavevector modes.
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system, by choosing one with a wide flat band, we are left with loss as the mech-
anism that will hinder energy confinement. For all wavevectors where the disper-
sion relation departs from the light line, the system experiences a loss of around
 2 Im!  p  11 ps 1. This will dissipate any energy within the system on such a
timescale. Naturally, the question arises, whether the loss be compensated for, such
as by replacing the dielectric layer with a semiconductor medium, or by explicitly
adding emitters such as quantum dots or gain molecules.
3.4.3. Excitation of Stopped Light Modes
Once a suitable stopped light structure has been selected, the next step is to excite the
stopped light mode. The usual methods for coupling to a plasmonic waveguide be-
come unsuitable in the stopped light case. Bound modes by definition are not coupled
to external radiation modes, which is to say that light energy cannot be transferred
to a bound mode by a beam of light incident on the surface. This is also linked to
the secondary reason, that there is a mismatch between the wavevector of incident
light and the bound modes of a plasmonic structure, along the direction of propaga-
tion3. Incident light is located exactly on the light cone in energy-momentum space
and has a projection in the propagation direction within it, whereas plasmonic modes
are on a line that sits outside the light cone, and indeed need not be bounded at all in
momentum.
In plasmonic structures, onemethod of coupling is achieved by adding a local spatial
inhomogeneity, such as a prism, or a grating. In the case of the prism, light is sent
down the prism, within the prism’s shallower light cone (q  n!=c), this allows for
points where the energy and momentum of both the incoming beam, and the plasmon
3 The wavevector component normal to the stack is not conserved, so it suffices to consider the
projection in the propagation direction
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mode match [87]. In addition to this condition, the prism must be finite in extent, as
the incoming light is part of the radiation spectrum of the “waveguide with prism”
system that will ultimately by transmitted, reflected, or absorbed. This mode will mix
with both the radiation modes and bound modes of the “waveguide without prism”
system, and will decouple from the prism further down the waveguide.
A grating, which is a periodic patterning of the waveguide along the propagation
direction, acts in a similar way [88]. The regular patterning allows for scattering
between wavevector modes that are integer multiples of the grating wavevector, 2=d,
where d is the period. This gives amomentum kick to the incident light field, allowing
it to match with the dispersion relation of the bound mode. Again, the radiation mode
of the “waveguide with grating” system then mixes with the bound and radiation
modes of the “waveguide without grating”.
Thesemethods are ineffectivewith stopped light structures because the boundmode
has a low group velocity such that the incident light is unable to get sufficiently far
away from the grating or prism and instead is outcoupled back through the radiation
modes of the combined structures, instead of travelling far enough for the system to
be described by modes without a grating or prism.
Another scheme for incoupling light to a waveguide is end-fire coupling [89]. Here
the waveguide is assumed to terminate in a plane perpendicular to the direction of
propagation. If a light pulse is incident on this terminal plane, its profile can be de-
composed into a mixture of bound modes and radiation modes of the waveguide; the
radiation modes propagate away, leaving the bound modes in the system. This too
is unsuitable for exciting stopped light modes, as zero group velocity modes will not
propagate down the structure, they will not enter and instead be reflected back. This
method of excitation is equivalent to using the complexwavevector picture, where the
temporal profile of excitation at one point along the axis (the terminal) is known, but
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as explained in Sec. 3.3, zgv points are not well described in the complex wavevector
picture.
A final way to excite the bound modes of a plasmonic waveguide, that is compatible
with stopped light, is to have them emitted directly from within the structure. Here,
an emitter would be placed within the sl structure and these would be pumped to an
excited state, such that when they relax, by spontaneous or stimulated emission, they
are able to emit directly into the bound stopped light mode.
3.5. Frequency Domain Gain in the Small Signal Gain
Regime
Adding gain to a structure will alter the bound modes that are supported. A material
that can spontaneously emit photons will also be available to emit via stimulated
processes, thereby adding gain to the system. This gain will be dispersive in two
senses, firstly different frequencies experience different amounts of gain, and secondly
any change to the imaginary part of the refractive index (i.e. the material gain) will
in turn induce a change in the real part of the refractive index due to causality and
the Kramers-Kronig relations (Sec. 2.2.1). Designing an active sl structure requires
particular care that the introduction of a gain medium does not damage the stopped
light character of the waveguide.
The induced change in mode structure can be analysed using the same transfer
matrix methods of the previous section with the inclusion of a Lorentz resonance
(Sec. 2.2.2) at a defined emission frequency, !e, to one of the dielectric layers. The
Lorentz resonance represents the transitions between the levels of a two-level system
with an energy difference ~!e. In this picture, there is an occupation density of upper
and lower levels, averaged over space, of single two level emitters. The strength of
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the resonance is proportional to the inversion density of the two levels, i.e. how much
more the higher level is occupied than the lower one, N = N2   N1, such that a
layer with emitters embedded may be represented by :
" = "bg +
!2pe
!2e   !(! + ie)
(3.18.a)
!2pe =  N
p
"bgeec ; (3.18.b)
where "bg is the permittivity of the layer hosting the resonance, e is the emission
cross-section, and e is the width of the resonance [90]. Note that for negative inver-
sion, the emitter becomes an absorber as there is a higher density of emitters in the
lower state.
The sl structure as presented in the previous section is modified by replacing the di-
electric layer with a Drude-Lorentz emitter (with a 10 nm buffer on both ends of zero
inversion density to simulate quenching by the metal layer). The emission frequency
is set to match either one of the zgv points, and the other parameters are set as in
Tab. 3.1 representing the inclusion of realistic laser dye molecules [71]. The resulting
dispersion and loss relations are shown in Fig. 3.5 for inversion densitiesN varying
between 0 and N , with a fixed emitter density, and excitation about zgv 1 and zgv 2.
The first point of note is that, even on full inversion, the addition of gain does not sig-
nificantly change the dispersion, with the maximum shift in frequency being around
0:6%. The presence of zgv points is preserved, though they may drift slightly, i.e. zgv
2 moves slightly right with emission about zgv 1. There is no change at the frequency
that is being excited, this is because the permittivity change of a Lorentzian is zero
at the resonant frequency. Adding gain has the side effect of making the structure a
slightly better sl structure as the band velocity is marginally reduced.
The key change though is in the loss. As the inversion density increases, the loss
decreases for wavevectors where the dispersion is within the gain width. Initially the
plasmons loss is reduced as the inversion increases, then for an inversion of around
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Figure 3.5: Perturbation of dispersion relation and loss with Lorentzian gain.
The change of mode shape is plotted as Lorentzian gain is introduced to the system. For
subfigures on the left, emission is about zgv 1, and on the right about zgv 2. a. and b. shows
a zoom in of how the dispersion relation changes with increasing inversion density, while
c. and d. show the corresponding loss/gain of the mode.
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N=N  0:4 some wavevectors become undamped, and even eventually experience
gain, Plasmons sitting in these modes will grow exponentially in amplitude whilst
small enough to remain in the small signal gain regime. As zgv 2 is flatter than zgv
1, when the emission is about this point, a wider range of frequencies fall within the
gain width, leading to a larger range of q values that can become undamped.
3.6. Time Domain Simulations
A frequency domain analysis can only bring insight so far when describing processes
such as gain, as it is unable to describe nonlinearities. When plasmons are emitted,
electrons are demoted from higher energetic states to lower ones. This depletes the
population inversion, reducing the available gain over time, leading to nonlinear de-
pendence in the field strength. In addition there are spatial effects to consider, such
as spatial hole burning; the tmm has assumed uniformity in the direction of propaga-
tion, whereas the level of inversion can vary both in this direction and perpendicular
to the stacking. Depending on the mode formed, some regions may host higher field
densities which can deplete the local gain. Thus a dynamic, spatially resolved, time
domain simulation is required to capture all the aspects of emission into a stopped
light mode, and as such, in this section results from fdtd simulations are presented.
3.6.1. Four-Level System
The two level system, presented in the previous section, is good for modelling a single
electronic transition, however its inversion density had been set “by hand”. There is
no way in which a two level system can reach a state of inversion by relying solely on
the processes of spontaneous emission and absorption (the best that can be achieved
is equal occupation of the levels). A four-level system on the other hand can be con-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the four-level system.
A four-level system is composed of two two-level systems, a and e, with active transitions
(0 ↔ 3) and (1 ↔ 2) respectively, which are coupled by nonradiative transition rates  132
and  110 . In this scheme, the emission subsystem permits radiative transitions at an energy
of ~! and has a slow nonradiative recombination rate  121 , while the absorption subsystem
is electrically pumped at a constant rate r0p.
structed such that there can be a dynamically maintained population inversion be-
tween two of its levels, from where stimulated emission can occur. The construction
contains two two-level systems, labelled e and a for emission and absorption; e is a
system with energy levels 1 and 2 and energy gap ~!e, in-between a, a system with
energy levels 0 and 3 and greater energy gap ~!a, as depicted in Fig. 3.6. The two
upper levels, 2 and 3 are coupled by a fast nonradiative relaxation channel, with rate
 132 , as are the two lower levels, 0 and 1 ( 110 ). This has the effect of rapidly deplet-
ing the 1st and 3rd level shortly after they become occupied. Between the levels of
the emission two-level subsystem, there is additionally a slow nonradiative channel
( 121 ).
The key point of a four-level system is that electrons that are pumped from levels
0 and 3, will quickly decay to level 2, leading to an inversion density of level 2 over
level 1, which is available for stimulated emission. In general this would allow the
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optical pumping between levels 0 and 3 to generate inversion between levels 1 and 2.
However in this study, rather than optically pumping, a constant electrical pump rate
r0p is used. This is done so that the emitted fields, which are tuned to the stopped light
point take the main focus.
Four-level systems are incorporated into fdtd using the time-domain differential
equation for the polarisation given in Eq. 2.26,
@2Pe
@t2
+ e
@Pe
@t
+ !2ePe = !
2
pe"0E ; (3.19)
Here the polarisation has been split off into a partPe that is connected with the radia-
tive resonances, it is added to the total polarisability when entering into the electric
field update equations as discussed in Sec. 2.4. The corresponding level occupation
densities update with the auxiliary equations [90],
@N3
@t
= r0pN0  
N3
32
(3.20.a)
@N2
@t
=
N3
32
+
1
~!e

@Pe
@t
+
e
2
Pe

 E  N2
21
(3.20.b)
@N1
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~!e

@Pe
@t
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e
2
Pe

 E  N1
10
(3.20.c)
@N0
@t
=
N1
10
  r0pN0 : (3.20.d)
Amplified spontaneous emission (ase) can be added to this semiclassical description by
including spatially resolved Langevin noise to the system, which accounts for the dis-
sipative reservoirs feeding back stochastically on the system. The noise couples to the
four-level system and induces incoherent transitions, which then become amplified,
allowing for the triggering of the lasing regime [91].
3.6.2. Lasing Dynamics
In this section, the results of and discussions on fdtd simulations are presented. For
computational tractability, the simulations presented here are 2d with uniformity in
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the fdtd setup.
The layered structure described in the frequency domain analysis is truncated to fit in a
simulation domain surrounded by cpml layers. The pumped gain region is placed in the
horizontal centre of the simulation, and extends a width w; vertically it takes up the height
of the iii-v layer that it is embedded in up-to a 10 nm buffer on either side.
the y direction. The layered geometry of Fig. 3.4 is recreated in these simulations,
with the top and bottom layers (that were unbounded in the analytic study) having a
height of 500 nm, and the entire structure having a width of 12500 nm. The simula-
tion domain is surrounded with convolutional perfectly matched layers (cpml) layers,
which quickly attenuate incident fields without introducing reflection such that they
do not interact with the simulation boundary [92]. The dielectric layer has a four-
level system embedded in it within a region of width w that varies per simulation in
the range w 2 [200; 1500] nm, and a height that is the same height as the host layer
with a 10 nm buffer on either side to simulate quenching by the metal layer. This
is depicted in Fig. 3.7 with further simulation parameters that match the frequency
domain analysis as given in Tab. 3.1.
The first set of simulations examines the general dynamics of emitting into a stopped
light structure. For a gain region width of 1500 nm, two sets of simulations are run;
the first with the stopped light structure as described, and the second with a control
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Figure 3.8: Lasing onset with increasing gain density.
a, b, c. Energy density andmean inversion for a. the stopped light structure with a gain den-
sity N = 0:002 nm 3, b. the stopped light structure with a gain density N = 0:001 nm 3,
c. the control structure with a gain density N = 0:004 nm 3.
d. Power spectra for sl structure at N = 0:002 nm 3 (deep green), sl structure at
N = 0:001 nm 3 (5000 pale green), and control structure at N = 0:004 nm 3 (orange).
e. Steady state inversion of sl (deep green) and control (pale green) structures with varying
gain density.
f . Steady state cycle averaged energy density with varying gain density.
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structure where the top metal layer has been reduced in thickness to 20 nm with the
effect of removing the stopped light points whilst keeping a tm 1 mode that is in the
same frequency range. In both cases the gain density is varied in a range of N 2
[0:0005; 0:004] nm 3.
Of the simulations, the the sl structure with gain densities aboveN = 0:0015 nm 3
enters a steady state lasing regime after times that vary between 0:3 ps and 0:6 ps.
Simulations below this density range did not enter into a lasing regime, whereas there
were bursts of ase, fields never grew strong enough to lead to sustained lasing. The
control structure also can also enter the lasing regime, albeit requiring more than
double the gain density at N = 0:0035 nm 3
Figure 3.8.a-c plots the mean inversion and energy density of a point in the centre
of the emitter region. For the cases in the sl structure that did enter a lasing regime,
characteristic relaxation oscillations can be seen where inversion initially builds up
and spontaneous emission events are induced. The fields then are amplified as they
stimulate further emission, growing the field in the mode coherently. From here the
emitted fields start to grow exponentially, andwhen they are of sufficient strengthwill
deplete the inversion density. This reduction of inversion feeds back by decreasing
the available gain, leading to a decrease in field energy as the energy in the field
is lost to dissipative processes in the metal layers. The decrease in energy density
allows for the inversion to rebuild. This continues in an oscillatory manner with the
energy density lagging behind the inversion by 90°. The amplitude of the inversion
and energy oscillations decrease with each cycle until a stable steady value for both
is reached. In contrast, the control structure, albeit entering a regime of relaxation
oscillations, is more erratic and the oscillations do not settle to a steady state. Instead
the oscillations continue with a factor of 4 between the peak energy density and the
trough.
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Relaxation oscillations are accompanied by a characteristic decrease of the width
of the power spectrum, from a wide peak in ase, to a sharp one in the lasing regime,
This observation, which is usually taken as crucial evidence for lasing in experimental
setups, is displayed in Fig. 3.8.d.
For the sl structure, the inversion density (N2 N1) needed for lasing is 0:00148 nm 3.
If the total density of gain molecules is less than this, then the system cannot enter a
lasing regime, only able to support occasional bursts of ase. Once the lasing thresh-
old has been passed, the energy density in the mode increases linearly with the gain
density.
3.6.3. Lasing Mode
In this section, the lasing modes are investigated for sl structures where the width of
the gain region varies in the range w 2 [200; 1500] nm, using a fixed gain density of
N = 0:002 nm 3.
The spatially resolved, cycle averaged Poynting vector, energy density, and inver-
sion are plotted in Fig. 3.9 for a structure with width 1000 nm. The energy is concen-
trated on metal-dielectric interfaces, strongest on the lower interface, and is localised
around the gain medium despite there being no cavity along the horizontal direction.
The Poynting vector shows how energy circulates in the structure. There are four
energy flux vortices, one in each corner of the structure, as described in the figure
caption, these have energymove out of the gain region into themetal layers and into it
in dielectric layers. Considering the x component of the Poynting flux, (Fig. 3.9.a), the
forward and backward flows are in exact balance. The balanced counter-propagation
of energy in the negative-permittivity (metal) layers against the dielectric layer. This
is the basis of feedback in the system.
The inversion is shown in Fig. 3.9.d, there are areas of spatial hole burningwhere the
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Figure 3.9: Energy flux and density of lasing mode.
The lasing mode of a sl structure with a width 1000 nm. a. and b. show the x and z compo-
nent of the cycle-averaged Poynting vector respectively, with positive values in green, and
negative in orange. Focusing on the bottom right lobe of the flux in a, energy flows into the
gain region in the dielectric layers and out of it in the metal layer. For the same lobe in b,
energy moves downwards out of the gain region towards the centre, and upwards into the
region at the edge. The counter-clockwise energy vortex in this corner is mirrored in the
other corners.
The cycle-averaged energy density is plotted in c. and inversion in d. The inversion is the
complement of the energy density, being highest in areas with low energy density, and
depleted where the mode sits.
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energy density is highest. The spatial modulation seen is explained when considering
the field profile and its formation.
It is important to note that the modes that are formed when the structure enters the
lasing regime are a dynamic synthesis of the spectrum of planewave modes available
rather than that of a predefined cavity mode. The modes that form are propagating
waves, with an advancing phase, rather than purely standing waves, as shown in
Fig. 3.10. It will be shown that this results from modes being centred independently
on finite positive and negative q points, the relative excitation of each competing with
each other, rather than having symmetric excitation at q = 0. This is in contrast even
to the stopped light lasing structure considered in Ref. [86], which was photonic in
nature rather than plasmonic, and emitted symmetrically about q = 0 as a standing
wave.
In all cases, the modes are inwardly propagating, that is the leftmost half propagates
right and vice versa. These two halves form a standingwavewhere theymeet, and this
node need not be in the centre of the structure, instead being randomly chosen by the
spontaneous symmetry breaking at the transition from ase to lasing. The asymmetry
of the mode profile will be discussed later in the chapter.
Lasing is shown to be possible for structures with a gain region width down to
200 nm, at which point the steady state inversion rises to around 0:9. For this case one
observes a standing wave in the gain interior, i.e. a symmetric excitation of positive
and negative q modes. The confinement of such a structure is at its limit here, with
significant field profile outside the gain region. For widths smaller than this, there
will not be enough gain to pass the lasing threshold. This thinnest confinement at
200 nm is 12 the free-space wavelength, and indeed 3:5 the bulk wavelength in
the semiconductor layer.
Outside of the gain region, a stream of plasmons is emitted to either side with a neg-
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Figure 3.10: Field evolution in steady state.
The Ex field along a line slice at the bottom metal interface is plotted against time on the
vertical axis. For the 200 nm structure, the field inside the gain region is a standing wave.
The other structures have two inward propagating waves which meet at a standing node.
This node can appear towards the edges, i.e. for 600 and 800 nm, or positioned towards the
centre for 1000 and 1500 nm. A stream of plasmons is emitted at either side of the gain
region, with a predominantly negative phase velocity.
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Figure 3.11: Complex wavevector plasmons.
Power spectra of fields emitted from the right terminal of the gain region (black dots). This
is fit to the lineshape of the first four cwv plasmons (green line), i.e. a Lorentzian function,
j ~'(q)j2 = jP4i 'i=(q i)j2. The amplitudes are varied to fit, but the wavevectors are fixed
from the cwv plasmon dispersion at the lasing frequency (See Tab. 3.2). The imaginary part
becoming the width in the spectral density. In each, the negative phase velocity 2 plasmon
is strongest, with 4 having a large amplitude for 200 nm and 800 nm which can be also
seen in the field profiles of Fig. 3.10.
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ative phase velocity. For these plasmons, it makes sense to use a complex-wavevector
picture to describe them, as we have a steady state oscillating source, for which the
field is known at a fixed point in space (the edges of the gain region), for which we
wish to consider the spatial evolution away from this point.
One can analyse the spectral content of the fields, once the system has entered into
a steady state. Using discrete Fourier transform (fft) methods, the peak frequency
component, !peak, of the electric field is identified and isolated. This returns a spatially
resolved, complex valued function ~E(x; !peak). Taking a spatial Fourier transform
along the waveguide (x) axis, allows the extraction of the spatial power spectrum,
which is averaged over z positions within the gain layer, I(q) = j~E(q; !peak)j2.
The wavevector of the emitted plasmon can be extracted by taking the fft over
positions outside of the emitting gain region. Figure 3.11 shows the spectrum of fields
emitted from the right terminal, i.e. integrating from the edge of the gain region up to
but excluding the cpml layer. These data are fit to the first four analytically determined
complex-wavevector modes (see Fig. 3.4) at the lasing frequency. The wavefunction
of such modes is the Fourier transform of a complex decaying exponential,
'(x) = (x) exp(iRe i x) exp(  Im i x) (3.21.a)
~'(q) / 1
q   i ; (3.21.b)
where i is the complex wavevector of the boundmode spp. This is summed over each
of the first four plasmons, each with a complex amplitude, then the absolute square
of this is compared with the data, i.e.
j'(q)j2 =

4X
i=1
'i
q   i

2
: (3.22)
The fit allows the amplitude of each resonance to change, but keeps the wavevectors
constant. Excellent agreement is found, confirming the presence and applicability of
the description of complex-wavevector plasmons.
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The negative group velocity plasmon 2, has the strongest amplitude in all cases,
though the narrow width 1 plasmon is present too. In cases where the standing
wave node is close to the terminal, i.e. for w = 200; 400; 800 nm there is significant
excitation of the short propagation length 4 plasmon.
Thus, stopped light lasing can be utilised as a source of coherent plasmons at a single
frequency and discrete wavevector. Alternatively by adding a grating to the structure
away from the gain region, the plasmons may be outcoupled, converting this into a
photonic sl laser.
The spatial power spectrum, I(q), can also be taken over the entire domain, rather
than in the interval to the right of the gain region, in order to capture the profile of
the lasing mode. This function is not symmetric about q = 0 since it was transformed
from a complex valued function. Hence it does not follow the usual evenness prop-
erties of the Fourier transform of a real function. This allows for inspection of how
the positive and negative wavevector (and hence phase velocity) modes are indepen-
dently excited. Figure 3.12c plots the power spectra of lasing modes in the range of
gain widths considered. It can be seen that in each case, the power spectrum is a bi-
modal distribution with peaks about q  30:7 μm 1, which is exactly the wavevec-
tor of the second stopped light point. As one would expect, the width of each peak
is inversely proportional to the gain width chosen, e.g. the smallest gain section at
200 nm, the width is around 5 μm 1. There is no preferential excitation of the peaks,
and seemingly no correlation between their relative amplitude. This is because they
are two competingmodes, one of whichwill initially take the lead in growth due to the
spontaneous symmetry breaking of amplified spontaneous emission. The first mode
will dominate the gain, being able to exponentially grow in field strength. The second
mode may still be allowed to grow but spatially separated from the first, harvesting
areas where the field and gain are less strongly coupled. This picture is corroborated
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Figure 3.12: Power spectrum of lasing modes.
a. Coupling strength g(q; !), which is composed of the emission lineshape (left), the sinc
function of the gain region (bottom), and the mode support (overlayed). The frequency
which maximises the the integral of g over wavevector is picked by the system to lase at.
b. temporal and spatial power spectrum of the lasing mode for model (green lines) and fdtd
data (black points). The spatial mode profile is modelled by a modified form of the coupling
strength at the lasing frequency, as given by Eq. 3.24. Results are in excellent agreement
with the fdtd results.
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when viewing the time evolution of the steady state fields, which show two lobes,
inward propagating, with a finite overlap width where the wave becomes standing,
this is depicted in Fig. 3.10. This is developed further in Ref. [93], where it is shown
how the location of the nodes move on longer time scales.
It is possible to predict the spectral content of the lasingmode. Plasmons are emitted
into the frequency which maximises the effective gain,
G(!) =
 1
 1
dq g(q; !) (3.23.a)
g(q; !) =
l=
(!   !l)2 + 2l
pl(q)=
(!   !pl(q))2 + pl(q)2 sinc
2

w(q   q2)
2

: (3.23.b)
This expression is the product of three terms; firstly, there is the emission lineshape
of the gain medium, this is multiplied by the density of states of bound modes that
are available to emit into. The final part is a geometrical factor, that is the square of
the Fourier transform of a “tophat” function of width w, which represents the width
of the gain area. There can be modulation of the emitted field in the gain region,
so the sinc is allowed to be translated in q-space, and will centre itself at the zgv 2
point q2. Figure 3.12 shows the frequencies that maximise the effective gain and the
frequency range that was emitted at in the simulations. This is presented alongside
a the coupling strength g(q; !) for a 400 nm gain section. This frequency of highest
gain can then further be used to predict the mode shape I(q), up to a factor of the
weights of the mode in the +q and  q excitation (I+; I ), by a slight modification of
g(q; !), to include both excitations,
I(q) / pl(q)
(!   !pl(q))2 + pl(q)2

I+ sinc

w(q   q2)
2

+ I  sinc

w(q + q2)
2
2
;
(3.24)
which is in excellent agreement with the fdtd spectra.
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3.7. Conclusions
This chapter has introduced plasmonic stopped light lasing, whereby plasmons are lo-
calised by reducing the group velocity of a wavepacket to zero whilst within a gain
medium. This is in contrast to traditional nanolasing schemes, which localise energy
in a resonant cavity.
In order to explain the concept, topics of dispersion, and the nuances of the complex-
frequency/complex-wavevector pictures have been discussed. Frequency domainmeth-
ods have been employed alongside an evolutionary optimisation algorithm in order to
characterise the properties and quality of a structure and select for optimal structures
within constraints.
An exemplary structure was introduced, composed of realistic materials, whose
properties were studied throughout the rest of the chapter. Analysis in frequency
domain was continued to investigate how, in the small signal gain regime, a two-
level emitting resonator could compensate for the inherent material losses in metal
layers, determining idealised threshold values of inversion required to free a mode of
damping.
Equipped with this analysis, finite difference time domain simulations were made
of the test structure, in order to capture the dynamics of spatial and nonlinear effects.
The previous frequency domain analysis of the threshold inversion was corroborated
by varying the gain density in each time domain simulation, and it was found that
lasing is indeed possible in this scheme.
The lasing mode was investigated, and a model for predicting its modal content
proposed. It was found that the feedback provided from stopped light lasing ulti-
mately derives from a dynamically formed vortex of power flow, with propagation
and counter-propagation balancing between the dielectric and metal layers. Despite
being stopped, the lasing mode carries a finite phase velocity, with an inward propa-
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gating phase modulation that can be detected from the top of the structure.
As an output of the lasing process, coherent plasmon polaritons (sitting on the cusp
of the complex-wavevector dispersion curve) are emitted from the sides of the gain
region.
This is a new type of subwavelength laser, where the active component is smaller
than a few hundred nanometres, and coherently emits plasmons directly into awaveg-
uide without relying on external coupling mechanisms. The dynamic formation of the
cavity-free lasing mode is a new physical feature, the implications of which are open.
It could become the basis for single frequency coherent spp generation in quantum
plasmonic applications [10, 11], or as the basis of a quantum fluid such as a photonic
Bose-Einstein Condensate [94].
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Symbol Parameter Value
"1 Drude high frequency permittivity 4:0
!p Drude plasma frequency 3130 ps 1
p Drude loss 10:7 ps 1
"bg Background permittivity 11:68
!e Emission frequency 778 ps 1
e Emission width 31:7 ps 1
e Emission cross section 2:12 10 7 μm2
N Carrier density 2 106 μm 3
 110 Non-radiative decay rate (0→1) 10 ps 1
 121 Non-radiative decay rate (1→2) 0:002 ps 1
 132 Non-radiative decay rate (2→3) 10 ps 1
r0p Electrical pump rate (0→3) 1 ps 1
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameters for frequency domain and fdtd simulations, divided into: metal Drude model,
emitter Drude-Lorentz parameters, fdtd four-level system parameters.
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Symbol Parameter Value
d1 iii-v layer thickness 0:110 μm
d1 ito layer thickness 0:050 μm
q1 zgv 1 wavevector 7:41 μm 1
!1 zgv 1 frequency 805 + i 4:14 ps 1
q2 zgv 2 wavevector 30:3 μm 1
!2 zgv 2 frequency 778 + i 5:06 ps 1
q wavevector bandwidth 22:9 μm 1
! frequency bandwidth 26:3 ps 1
vb band velocity 1=262 c
1 cwv mode 1 3:94 + i 0:131 μm 1
2 cwv mode 2  21:3 + i 6:71 μm 1
3 cwv mode 3 51:2 + i 6:53 μm 1
4 cwv mode 4 36:1 + i 16:1 μm 1
cwv frequency 778 ps 1
Table 3.2: Properties of optimised sl structure.
Divided into: Thicknesses of material layers, coordinates of zgv points in the dispersion
relation, band metrics, complex wavevector modes at the fdtd emission frequency.
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Chapter 4.
Active Plasmons in Nonequilibrium
Graphene
4.1. Introduction
Graphene has gained widespread scientific interest since 2004 [95, 96, 97, 98, 99] when
it was shown that it could be experimentally produced by exfoliating a single layer
from graphite [22]. It is a 2d crystal of carbon, where the atoms are arranged in a
flat hexagonal tiling, with σ-bonds binding each atom to its three nearest neighbours.
Each atom has a remaining 2pz orbital which contributes to the bonding by over-
lapping with its nearest neighbours forming a half-filled π-band [100]. The π-band
can be modelled in a tight-binding formalism, which transforms orbitals of electrons
sitting at one of the atomic sites, a or b, into energy eigenstate planewaves in the
conduction and valence band. The tight binding band structure is shown in Fig. 4.1
about the K symmetry point, alongside diagrams of the lattice in real and reciprocal
space. About this point, the dispersion relation of electrons is linear and the two bands
meet with a vanishing energy gap, forming what is known as the Dirac cone since the
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a
b
c
Figure 4.1: Graphene structure and tight binding model.
a. Graphene’s molecular structure, composed of two overlapping triangular sublattices of a
and b sites. The hexagonal unit cell is shaded.
b. Reciprocal space lattice, marking points of high symmetry ( ;M;K;K0). The 1st Brillouin
zone is shaded, and the Wigner-Seitz cell about the K point is highlighted.
c. Tight binding electron dispersion about the K point. The fully occupied valence band is
shown in green, and empty conduction band in black. The dispersion relation is conical in
the immediate vicinity of the K point (and equivalently about the K0 point).
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electrons that sit there may be described by a relativistic Dirac equation. The equa-
tion describes massless particles with a “speed of light” given by the Fermi-velocity
vf  c=300 lending them the name massless Dirac fermions (mdfs).
It is graphene’s properties as a 2dmetallic material with a linear dispersion and zero
bandgap that give it remarkable electronic and optical properties [101, 102, 100, 103,
104], It also allows for a strong optical interaction with the mdf plasma in both a linear
[105, 106, 107, 108] and nonlinear regime [109, 110, 111, 112]. Though perhaps one of
graphene’s most useful properties is its tunability; the Fermi-level of graphene can be
set by chemical doping or a gate voltage [113, 114, 115, 116]. Coupled with a conical
dispersion up to energies of  1 eV, this allows broadband optical operation in the
visible and infrared. This has been exploited for the construction of nanoscale devices
such as photodetectors [117, 118, 119], modulators [120], saturable absorbers [121],
metamaterial devices [122, 123, 124], and for use in sensing applications [125, 126].
The aspect of graphene that will be primarily focused on in this thesis it its ability
to support plasmons [127, 128, 116, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. The coupling of these
charge density waves to the electromagnetic field allows for confinements that are
on the order of 1=100 of the free-space wavelength [135, 128]. Plasmons appear as
the poles of the Coulomb potential, calculated from the dynamic polarisation in the
random phase approximation (rpa) [136, 137].
Despite having a high conductance, plasmons on doped graphene have high losses
resulting in propagation lengths that are typically smaller than the wavelength [138].
This is due to Landau damping; the generation of electron hole pairs by the absorp-
tion of plasmons, as well as collisional damping channels [139, 131]. Much like in
metal plasmonics, graphene’s utility as a plasmonic platform will rely on being able
to mitigate these losses.
The semimetal properties can be utilised to this end. Exciting graphene with a short
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optical pulse will generate hot electron/hole pairs. These carriers quickly relax via in-
traband processes within their respective band but are subject to a bottleneck for in-
terband recombination processes which leads to the formation of a quasiequilibrium
of inverted carriers yielding optical gain [140, 141, 142]. This gain is also available
to plasmons which may be amplified by stimulated emission [143, 144, 145, 146] en-
hanced by the tight confinement of plasmons on the graphene sheet.
The balance of absorption and emission rates in graphene, and hence the presence of
net gain, is critically dependent on the exact form of the plasmon dispersion relation.
Previous studies have considered this in approximative form, rather than as the exact
complex solution to the rpa polarisability. It therefore remains to be seen whether
under conditions of inversion, finite temperature, collision loss, and doping, plasmons
indeed exist and can become undamped.
Stimulated emission in a system is always accompanied by spontaneous emission
where carrier pairs spontaneously recombine emitting broadband incoherent photons
[147] and plasmons. The enhanced field of the plasmon modes and low group velocity
gives rise to a high density of optical states, thereby accelerating the spontaneous
emission rate from an equivalent dipole transition in free space [148].
From the point of view of the carrier system, spontaneous recombination by plas-
mon emission represents an ultrafast relaxation channel [149, 150, 144] that may in-
deed play a primary role in the dynamics of hot carrier relaxation [151, 152, 153, 154,
155, 156, 157]. This is a process that has often been attributed to Auger recombination
(ar) [158, 159], part of a family of Auger processes, which are two-body Coulombic
carrier-carrier scattering processes that include ar, impact ionisation, inter- and in-
traband scattering [156]. The particular role of this channel however is subject to dis-
cussion, as the collinear Auger processes are suppressed when considering dynamic
screening in rpa [156, 160].
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The timescales for carrier recombination emitting plasmons have been reported to
vary between 10 fs and 100 ps in first theoretical studies [149, 150] therefore accu-
rate determination of the timescales is key to establish the primacy of plasmons as a
channel for inversion decay.
Experimentally, the relaxation of hot carriers has been observed in time resolved,
angle resolved photo-emission spectroscopy (tr-arpes) [149, 161, 162, 163, 164], and
pump-probe setups [165, 166, 167, 159, 155, 141, 168, 169], and has shown thermali-
sation within the bands at a timescale of 10 fs and interband recombination decaying
the inversion over  100 fs.
Whereas the polarisability, and derived plasmons, have been studied extensively
in the case of a thermal equilibrium of doped Graphene [170, 136, 137, 171, 172, 173,
174, 175, 176, 177, 178], there has so far not been a general formalism for calculating
complex valued polarisabilities for nonequilibrium carrier distributions.
4.1.1. Organisation of chapter
This chapter will start in Sec. 4.2 by introducing the zero-temperature equilibrium
polarisability of graphene, which will provide the basis in later sections for more
generalised polarisabilities. The complex frequency plasmon dispersion will be pre-
sented, which exactly solves the rpa dielectric function, and compared to approxima-
tive schemes.
Next in Sec. 4.3, a method to generalise the plasmon dispersion to arbitrary isotropic
carrier distributions will be derived. This will be assisted by the introduction of scale-
free variables, which sets all quantities relative to the tunable Fermi-level.
The quasiequilibrium polarisability will be presented in Sec. 4.4 which describes
photoinverted carriers that have thermalised within their respective bands. The plas-
mon dispersion of photoinverted graphene is calculated from the new polarisability
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expression, for both intrinsic and doped graphene, showing that plasmons with gain
are indeed possible in an idealised case.
Improvements are made to the model in Sec. 4.5, to include the effects of collision
loss and finite temperature, which will both reduce the gain available to plasmons.
The calculation for temperature presented in this section works for low temperatures,
but will be shown to break down as T increases. This will be remedied in Sec. 4.6,
where it is explicitly shown how to calculate the polarisability for arbitrary carrier
distributions using a contour integral method. This allows for the evaluation of po-
larisabilities with high temperature Fermi distributions, but also that of a non-Fermi
distribution of hot photoexcited graphene.
Section 4.7 calculates the spontaneous emission of photoinverted graphene, and the
associated carrier recombination rates. This is done exactly at zero temperature, and
with a Fermi’s golden rule scheme for cases of collision loss and finite temperature,
with an accuracy that is dependant on using the exact complex frequency plasmon
dispersion.
Finally in Sec. 4.8, the inversion decay dynamics of the carrier system are considered
with nonequilibrium plasmons emission as the channel for spontaneous recombina-
tion.
4.2. Plasmon Modes of Equilibrium Graphene
In a similar manner to the surface of a metal, 2d materials endowed with charge car-
riers, such as graphene, may support surface plasmon modes. One of the main differ-
ences though notes is that there is no bulk medium unlike for metal plasmons, and the
charges are entirely confined to the 2d sheet. This means that the presence of modes
relies solely on the characteristic of the surface conductivity s, rather than the bulk
properties of a conducting substrate.
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Graphene, in contrast to metals, supports two types of collective plasmon excita-
tions, labelled by their electromagnetic field configuration; the transverse magnetic
(tm) modes that are associated with the longitudinal density-density response of the
mdf plasma [136, 179, 180, 181, 178], and have similar field characteristics as their
metal counterpart; and transverse electric (te) modes associated with the transverse
current-current response and have no metal counterpart. Te plasmons only exist in a
limited frequency range and are weakly bound [178], as such, only the tm plasmons
are considered in this thesis as they are strongly coupled to the mdf plasma [182, 183].
The dispersion relation of the tm mode can be solved using the transfer matrix
method formalism of Sec. 2.3. Assuming a conducting sheet sandwiched between
two (isotropic, non-magnetic) semi-infinite half-spaces, the transfer matrix is,
M = U 1supSUsub ; (4.1.a)
which, for tm modes is,
M = 1
2
0B@ "sup!csup 1
  "sup!
csup
1
1CA
0B@ 1 0
 Z0s 1
1CA
0B@ csub"sub!   csub"sub!
1 1
1CA ; (4.1.b)
yielding the condition for the presence of bound modes as,
"subp
q2   "sub(!=c)2
+
"supp
q2   "sup(!=c)2
+
ic
!
Z0s = 0 : (4.2)
Neglecting wave retardation, i.e. q  !=c, and by defining " = ("sub + "sup)=2, one
may cast this into a simplified form [184, 171, 175],
1 +
iq
2""0!
s(q; !) = 0 ; (4.3)
here s(q; !) is the nonlocal sheet conductivity, i.e. the linear electronic response to
a monochromatic electromagnetic planewave.
Equation 4.3 will have solutions for a conductivity with positive imaginary part.
The particular functional form of the conductivity will determine the characteristics
of the plasmon solutions.
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The plasmon may also be solved for in linear response theory of collective charge
oscillations of a 2d electron gas [185]. In the random phase approximation (rpa), the
plasmon dispersion is determined from the roots of the dielectric function [186, 187],
"rpa := 1  Vq(q; !) = 0 ; (4.4)
whereVq = e2=2""0q is the bare 2dCoulomb potential in reciprocal space and(q; !)
is the irreducible polarisability, which is the Feynman propagator of electron-hole
pairs [188]. Both  and s represent linear responses, so Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 can be
directly compared giving the relationship between the sheet conductivity and polar-
isability in rpa as,
s(q; !) = ie
2!=q2(q; !) ; (4.5)
noting that the rpa has been shown to be surprisingly accurate for graphene [189].
The plasmon dispersion is defined by the zeroes of the dielectric function, which
in general is a complex-valued function of complex variables. These zeros may be
found for either a real-wavevector/complex-frequency or real-frequency/complex-
wavevector, and it is the former that is considered here. That is solutions charac-
terised by a real wavevector eigenvalue, q, with the imaginary part of the frequency
representing a decay rate of plasmons over time. The exact solution to this equation,
the complex frequency plasmon dispersion (cfpd), is sought within this chapter.
4.2.1. Complex Frequency Plasmon Dispersion
A major objective of this work is to characterise the gain and absorption spectra of
graphene under a variety of electronic configurations. Plasmons in graphene will
couple strongly to the electron-hole plasma, interacting via single-particle excitation
processes: spontaneous emission, stimulated emission, and stimulated absorption.
The imaginary part of the frequency of the plasmon dispersion encodes the net stim-
ulated absorption/emission rate and therefore to get a handle on this, the cfpd should
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be solved for exactly within the rpa framework. Previously in the literature, the plas-
mon dispersion has been solved for in a low-loss approximation for zero temperature
equilibrium graphene [136, 137].
The basis for calculations involving the polarisability1 in rpa is the Lindhard formula
[184, 136, 137, 172] given as a functional of the, in general nonequilibrium, electron
distribution n(),
[n](q; !) =
g
A
X
s;s0=
X
k
M ss
0
k;k+q
n(sk)  n(s0k+q)
sk   s0k+q + ~! + i 0
: (4.6)
The polarisability describes the noninteracting (unscreened) response of themdf plasma
to external density perturbations. Contained within is a sum over all possible transi-
tions (k; s) ! (k + q; s0), for each initial and final band s; s0 2 f+; g, at the given
wavevector and frequency for a particular particle/hole distribution n(). The sum is
weighted by the transition matrix elementM ss0k;k+q, a quantity determined by the tight
binding model that encodes the honeycomb geometry of Graphene, with the value,
M ss
0
k;k+q = [1 + ss
0 cos(k;k+q)]=2 [190]. The Lindhard formula sums over degenerate
spin and valley (about K and K0 points) transitions, leading to the prefactor g = 4. In
the mdf approximation, the electronic band dispersion is conical in the near vicinity
of the Dirac points, i.e. sk = s~vfjkj.
Closed form and semi-analytical solutions to the Lindhard formula have been pre-
sented in the literature for the case of graphene in thermal equilibrium, i.e. for the
electronic configuration taking the form of a Fermi-distribution,
n() = f(  ; T ) = 1
1 + exp
 
(  )=kbT
 : (4.7)
In the limit of zero temperatures the Fermi function reduces to a Heaviside step func-
tion, f(   ; T = 0) = (   ), and solutions to this have been first presented for
real valued dynamic variables (q; !) in piecewise form in Refs. [136, 137]. Similarly,
1 Or strictly speaking, its leading order term.
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later temperature semi-analytical form for real variables has been derived [174].
Assuming a real valued wavevector that acts as the modal eigenvalue, the plasmon
dispersion can be solved by finding the zeros of the dielectric function Eq. 4.4 for
a complex frequency "rpa
 
q; !pl(q)   ipl(q)

= 0. The sign convention of pl has
been chosen such that it represents a decay rate for positive values, and amplification
due to stimulated emission when pl < 0. If the plasmon couples to single particle
excitations, giving it a finite lifetime, then the frequency does indeed become complex
and the dispersion becomes insoluble with formalisms that are only functions of real
variables, i.e. containing Heaviside step functions.
For cases where the loss is small, pl  !pl, a first order approximation is often
used to solve for the real part of the frequency using just the real part of the dielectric
function,
Re "rpa(!pl; q)  0 ; (4.8.a)
then the imaginary part is given as2 [173, 191, 192],
pl  Im "rpa(!pl; q)

Re
@"rpa
@!

!=!pl
: (4.8.b)
In regimeswhere Im "rpa(!pl; q) = 0 then the above equations become exact, i.e. pl =
0, which is the case for quasi-loss-free regimes where there is no Landau damping
(absorption or emission).
The polarisability becomes singular for ! ! vfq, which means that solutions of
Eq. 4.8 (for real!pl) can not cross the Fermi line into the region of intraband excitations
as (q; !pl(q)) ! 1 and Eq. 4.4 can never hold anywhere on the line. There may
exist, and indeed do, complex solutions which do cross the Fermi line, making this
low-loss approximation only appropriate for small wavevectors away from ! = vfq.
In order to present an accurate analysis of the single particle excitation processes
in graphene the cfpd must be solved for exactly, first in the equilibrium case and
2 Or equivalently as pl  Im(!pl; q)

Re @@!

!=!pl
.
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subsequently in general for arbitrary nonequilibrium electronic distributions.
In Ref. [173] an analytic expression for the polarisability is presented, which subject
to a change of unit convention and some refactoring, is given as,
T=0 (q; !) := [f(  ; T = 0)](q; !) (4.9.a)
=
g
8~2v2f
~1

~vfq

;
~vf!


; (4.9.b)
where,
~1(~q; ~!) =  4 + ~q2
G+(2+~!
~q
) +G (2 ~!
~q
)
2
p
~q2   ~!2 ; (4.9.c)
withG(z) = zp1  z2 i arccosh(z) and under the prescription that the frequency
gains an infinitesimal positive imaginary part, ! ! ! + i  0. Negative values of 
are handled by prescribing that  only depends on the absolute value of  due to
particle/hole symmetry.
The rpa plasmon dispersion can be solved for exactly. Given the analytic form
of the polarisability, Eq. 4.9, the value of  may be given directly as a function of
a complex frequency. The exact solution deviates from the low-loss approximation
when the curve enters the regime of Landau damping. In Ref. [173] the exact solution
is plotted up to the point before the dispersion curve crosses the Fermi line. In this
work, this is extended to show the exact cfpd solution for any wavevector including
in the intraband regime where vfq > ! [193].
The exact cfpd is solved and shown in Fig. 4.2.a for plasmons of zero-temperature
equilibrium graphene with a finite chemical potential. For comparison, this is shown
alongside the low-loss approximation as described in Eq. 4.8, as well as solving for a
2d Drude conductivity and a local (q ! 0) optical conductivity approximation [105].
The curves are plotted on top of the regions in (q; !) space where single particle exci-
tations are kinematically allowed (in green for interband, and gray for intraband), i.e.
where the polarisability has finite imaginary part for real frequency and wavevector.
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Figure 4.2: Complex frequency plasmon dispersion of equilibrium graphene.
a. Plasmon dispersion relation and b. loss of doped graphene in thermal equilibrium. Quan-
tities are scaled to the chemical potential and Fermi velocity. The exact rpa solution cfpd
is plotted (green solid line) with the low-loss approximation (black dotted line), the optical
conductivity (black dot-dashed line), and Drude model (black dashed line). Regions of Lan-
dau damping are shown for interband (ii: green) and intraband (iv: gray) processes, as well
as for quasi-loss-free regions (ii,v: white). Scaled coordinates are used where ~q = ~vfq=,
~!pl = ~!pl= c. For a fixed q, the value of "rpa is plotted over a complex ~! (Sec. A.1).
When the root crosses the real line, from the upper half-space to the lower, branches must
be rotated 180° such as not to pass over it. Allowing the root to be found in a branch-free
lower half-space.
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The regions in white can not play part in absorption or emission processes, as tran-
sitions here cannot fulfil conservation of momentum, and as such the polarisability
has zero imaginary part in these regions for real frequency and wavevector. For small
wavevector, all solutions converge onto each other, before the Drude model solution
separates off. Whilst in the quasi-loss-free region, the low-loss and cfpd solutions
are identical, with the optical conductivity beginning to separate off. Within the in-
terband Landau damping regime, the low-loss and cfpd solution deviate, with the
low-loss tracking alongside the Fermi line, being unable to cross it. The cfpd how-
ever continues passing through the interband Landau damping regime, over the Fermi
line, through the intraband Landau damping regime and out into the large wavevector
quasi-loss-free regime. Due to the singularity at ! = vfq, the low-loss approximation
can never cross the Fermi line, however the exact solution is able to bypass the singu-
larity having acquired a finite imaginary part, and enter into the intraband absorption
region.
In order to determine the roots of the dielectric function (Eq. 4.4), onemust note that
the polarisability function is multi-valued with branch cuts in the complex-! plane.
The form of the function as given in Eq. 4.9 is one configuration of the branches of
this multiply valued function, i.e. a configuration that gives the correct value for
real q and !. It is analytic in the upper-half plane with branch cuts along the real
axis. The branch-cuts themselves are not physical; different versions of the function
may be formulated which are identical in the vicinity of a particular value of ! for
which the branch cuts differ. One can move smoothly from one branch to another in
a process called analytic continuation where any path in a complex variable’s space,
i.e. ! here, varies smoothly from one value to the next parameterised along the path.
The analytic continuation along a path is unique as long as the path does not pass
through any singularities.
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In order to solve for the dispersion relation, the wavevector q is swept along real
values from zero, then for each value of q the branches of the function are chosen such
that they are moved out of the way of the vicinity of the root in !. Practically this
means for Im! > 0, the branches, which hang from branch-point singularities on
the real axis that cannot be removed, are chosen to point vertically and downwards
(occupying the lower half space); and for Im! < 0, the branches point vertically and
upwards. When the branch configuration changes, there is the choice as to whether to
rotate each branch-cut clockwise or counter-clockwise, chosen such that the branch
cuts will never sweep over the root that is being traced, as depicted in Fig. 4.2.b.
The resulting plasmon dispersion and loss curve that is retrieved from this proce-
dure (solid line in Fig. 4.2) is continuous, with zero loss in the regions of no Landau
damping and smooth throughout the damping regions including when crossing over
the Fermi line.
4.3. Nonequilibrium Polarisability
The polarisability is an important object in its own right, apart from its inclusion in
the plasmon dispersion and optical conductivity, it is used in dynamic screening of the
Coulomb potential Vq = Vq="rpa(q; !) [194]. The screening enters into higher-order
processes such as carrier-carrier and Auger processes [158] (Auger recombination,
impact ionisation) as well as for coupling to other bosonic fields such as scattering
with optical phonons [195, 196, 197]. Calculating the polarisability in increasingly
complicated electronic configurations has been the subject of much research [198,
136, 170, 137, 174, 156].
The Lindhard formula for graphene Eq. 4.6, which was used to derive the equilib-
rium polarisability, is noted to be a linear functional of the carrier distribution n().
Using only this and the fact that a zero-temperature Fermi distribution is equivalent
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Figure 4.3: Nonequilibrium polarisability.
The nonequilibrium polarisability is a linear functional of the carrier distribution n() and
can be decomposed into a background intrinsic zero-temperature equilibrium polarisability
plus contributions from nonequilibrium electrons and holes.
to a HeavisideTheta function, f( ; T = 0) = ( ), the graphene polarisability
may be derived for any arbitrary nonequilibrium carrier distribution. Starting with
the following linearity identity,
[n] = 
 1
 1
d (  0)n()

(4.10.a)
=
 1
 1
d  [(  0)]n()
=
 1
 1
d 

@f(0   ; T = 0)
@

n()
[n] =
 1
 1
d
@T=0=
@
n() : (4.10.b)
This form integrates over the sea of filled hole states, which is divergent as it takes a
limit of an ever growing Fermi-edge to negative infinity. To regularise this integral
one may separate off the carrier distribution into an intrinsic part and contributions
from electrons and holes, as in Fig. 4.3, i.e.
n() = ( )| {z }
intrinsic
+n()()| {z }
electrons
  n( )( )| {z }
holes
; (4.11)
where n() = 1   n( ) is the hole distribution. This leads to the following elegant
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form3:
[n] = T=0=0 +
 1
0
d
"
@T=0=
@
n() +
@T=0= 
@
n()
#
(4.12)
= T=0=0 +
e[n] = h[n] : (4.13)
The nonequilibrium polarisability is formed here of a background contribution of a
zero temperature intrinsic equilibrium added to terms for the particle and hole plas-
mas. This allows the calculation of any nonequilibrium polarisability for any given
carrier distribution n() and is well suited to numerical evaluation, more details of
which will be given in Sec. 4.6. The formalism here is general, and particularly does
not include any graphene or approximation-specific features, such as band structure
characteristics, relying only on the linearity of the Lindhard formula, a feature of
taking the leading order term in rpa, and in the absence of self-energy corrections.
This formalism is therefore applicable to calculating the polarisability and dielectric
function out of equilibrium of general 2d fermion gasses within rpa.
4.3.1. Scale-free Representation
The conical band-structure of graphene, sk = s~vfjkj, does not define any energy
scale, which can be shown to lead to a universal behaviour, described by scale-free
coordinates.
Taking the Lindhard Formula, Eq. 4.6, and scaling the dynamic variables, q! q=a,
3 Assuming particle/hole symmetry, as usual, means @
T=0
= 
@ =
@T=0=
@ and therefore,e = h
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! ! !=a and carrier distribution, n0() = n(a), by a constant factor a, gives,
[n](q; !) =
g
A
X
s;s0=
X
k
M ss
0
k;k+q
n(sk)  n(s0k+q)
sk   s0k+q + ~! + i 0
(4.14.a)
=
g
A
X
s;s0=
a2
X
k=a
M ss
0
k
a
;k+q
a
n(ask=a)  n(as
0
(k+q)=a)
ask=a   as0(k+q)=a + a~!=a+ i 0
= a
g
A
X
s;s0=
X
k=a
M ss
0
k
a
;k+q
a
n0(sk=a)  n0(s
0
(k+q)=a)
sk=a   s0(k+q)=a + ~!=a+ i 0
[n](q; !) = a[n0]
q
a
;
!
a

; (4.14.b)
as a scaling rule. Borrowing from the form of Eq. 4.9.a, one can express polarisabilities
in a form with all variables scaled to an energy .
[n()](q; !) =
g
8~2v2f
~ [n(~)]

~vfq

;
~vf!


(4.15.a)
=
g
8~2v2f
~[n(~)](~q; ~!) ; (4.15.b)
with the the following scaling definitions, ~q = ~vfq=, ~! = ~!=, and ~ = =,
where variables marked with a tilde are scaled to , and the dimensionless n(~) re-
places the absolute n().
The universality becomesmost clear when calculating the dielectric function, Eq. 4.4
becomes,
"rpa(~q; ~!) = 1  g
~q
~(~q; ~!) ; (4.16)
with the graphene fine-structure constant [199, 189],
g =
g
4
c
vf
0
"
; (4.17)
where 0  1=137 is the vacuum fine-structure constant. Which for suspended
graphene takes a value of g  2:2.
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Finally, it remains to cast the derivative form (Eq. 4.12) in dimensionless terms.
@T=0
@
=
@
@
[f(  ; T = 0)](q; !) (4.18.a)
=
g
8~2v2f
@
@~

~0 ~1

~q
~
;
~!
~

:=
g
8~2v2f
~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) ; (4.18.b)
leading to the scale-free expression for polarisabilities of arbitrary carrier distribu-
tions:
~[n](~q; ~!) = ~0(~q; ~!) +
 1
0
d~
h
~ 0(~; ~q; ~!)n(~) + ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!)n(~)
i
; (4.19)
with ~0 = lima!0 a ~1 (~q=a; ~!=a), being the dimensionless form of the intrinsic po-
larisability.
Within the Dirac-cone approximation, specific form of these terms may given as,
~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) =  4 + 2
G0

~!+2~
~q

+G0

~! 2~
~q

G0

~!
~q
 (4.20.a)
~0 =   ~q
2

G0

~!
~q
 ; (4.20.b)
with,
G0(z) =
p
1  z2 ; (4.20.c)
for ~! ! ~! + 0i.
As the solutions to Eq. 4.16 are independent of energy scale , all dispersion curves
of electronic configurations that are similar (equal but for scale) can be mapped onto
a single curve ~!(~q) of dynamic variables that are set to the same energy scale.
4.4. Quasiequilibrium
The first nonequilibrium state of graphene to consider is the quasiequilibrium where
the electronic distribution in the conduction band and the valence band can both be
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described by Fermi functions, with each having their own separate chemical poten-
tial, albeit sharing a common temperature. This serves as a first approximation to
photoexcited graphene. When graphene is externally pumped by photons, they may
be absorbed creating electron-hole pairs in a hot carrier distribution. The hot carrier
distribution then relaxes and each band thermalises independently, assuming that in-
traband relaxation channels such as carrier-carrier scattering are at least an order of
magnitude faster (tens of femtoseconds) [165, 166, 167, 159, 152, 155] than interband
recombination processes, which themselves can be ultrafast [150, 200, 162, 168, 169].
This leaves the system in a momentary state of population inversion [201, 202] from
where stimulated emission processes may exceed the rates of absorption allowing for
net gain. The quasiequilibrium is therefore a snapshot of an evolving system that is
modelled by a pair of Fermi distributions parameterised by electron and hole chemical
potentials, e, h and temperature T , which will seek to return to equilibrium over
time, as will be explored in Sec. 4.8.
An alternativeway to parameterise the systemwould be through the carrier number
and energy densities,Ne,Nh, U , which are found by summing over wavevector states
for each species, s 2 fe; hg,
Ns(s; T ) =
g
A
X
k
f(sk   s; T ) (4.21a)
Us(s; T ) =
g
A
X
k
f(sk   s; T )k ; (4.21b)
with the total energy densityU = Ue+Uh. These integrate to polylogarithm functions
[203],
Ns(s; Tc) =   2

(kbT )2 Li2( es=kbT )
(~vf)2
(4.22a)
Us(; Tc) =   4

(kbT )3 Li3( es=kbT )
(~vf)2
: (4.22b)
The carrier number and energy density become useful when considering the dynamics
of the system, i.e. how it responds to external pumping such as photoexcitation, and
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Figure 4.4: Carrier imbalance parameter.
The parameter m labels graphene variously in a state of n-doped equilibrium (m = 1),
n-doped photoinverted quasiequilibrium (0  m  1), intrinsic photoinverted quasiequi-
librium (m = 0), and p-doped quasiequilibrium (m > 0).
how it subsequently relaxes.
The result of Sec. 4.3 can be immediately applied to the case of a zero-temperature
quasiequilibrium. Assuming electrons and holes can be described respectively with
chemical potentials e, h, then their distribution becomes,
n = f(  e; T = 0) = (e   ) (4.23.a)
n = f(  h; T = 0) = (h   ) : (4.23.b)
Inserting into Eq. 4.19 yields,
~e;h(~q; ~!) =
~0(~q; ~!) +
 1
0
d~ ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) [(e   ) + (h   )] : (4.24)
Then by extension of the integration range of Eq. 4.19 leads to,
~e;h(~q; ~!) =
~0(~q; ~!) (4.25.a)
+
1
 1
d~ ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) [(e   )  ( ) + (h   )  ( )]
=
e

~1

~q
e
;
~!
e

+
h

~1

~q
h
;
~!
h

  ~0(~q; ~!) : (4.25.b)
It makes sense to chose  = e + h as the scale parameter in this case, which
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allows us to further define the free parameter - the carrier imbalance parameter,
m =
e   h
e + h
: (4.26)
This describes the imbalance of the electrons and holes in the carrier density, and
ranges from m =  1 where e = 0; h = ; to m = 0 where e = =2; h = =2; to
m = +1 where e = ; h = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Here only the range
m 2 [0; 1] will be considered, as negative values of m return equivalent physics to
positive ones due to the symmetry of the conduction and valence bands in the Dirac
cone approximation. With this, Eq. 4.25.b becomes,
~m(~q; ~!) =
1 +m
2
~1

2~q
1 +m
;
2~!
1 +m

+
1 m
2
~1

2~q
1 m;
2~!
1 m

  ~0(~q; ~!) :
(4.27)
When there are carriers in the conduction band above a range of vacant states in
the valence band, there is a population inversion. In this state, electrons and holes can
spontaneously recombine emitting a plasmon, but they can also recombine, emitting a
coherent plasmon through stimulation by free plasmons on the sheet. Electrons in the
conduction band, below e, may recombine with holes in the valence band below h.
As such plasmons with energies below ~! < e + h =  may experience gain. The
more similar the level of electron and hole populations are, the more phase space will
be available for stimulated emission processes, from the maximal case of a symmetric
(intrinsic) inversion form = 0 down to no phase space form = 1where there is no
population inversion. Plasmons outside this frequency rangemay be absorbed, as was
the case for equilibrium graphene, along with plasmons which can induce intraband
transitions.
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Figure 4.5: Complex frequency plasmon dispersion of photoinverted graphene.
a. Plasmon dispersion relation and b. loss of intrinsic graphene in photoinverted quasiequi-
librium. The exact rpa solution cfpd is plotted (green solid) with the low-loss approximation
(black dotted), the optical conductivity (black dot-dashed), and Drude model (black bashed).
Regions of recombination are shown (i: orange) and regions for interband (ii: green) and
intraband (iv: gray) damping, as well as for quasi-loss-free regions (v: white).
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4.4.1. Intrinsic Graphene
The case of intrinsic inversion should be given some special attention. Optical ex-
citation creates electrons and holes in a pairwise manner, given the equivalence of
the conduction and valance band. Considering an intrinsic sheet of graphene that is
optically pumped, the resulting quasiequilibrium after the initial excitation will have
equal chemical potentials e = h, i.e. the imbalance parameter m = 0. The polaris-
ability in this case takes the simplified form,
~m=0(~q; ~!) = 2 ~1(~q; ~!)  ~0(~q; ~!) : (4.28)
The cfpd can be solved for this photoinverted case and the result is plotted in Fig. 4.5
in analogy to Fig. 4.2, with the equivalent approximative solutions also plotted. Qual-
itatively, the curve is similar, following the Drude model curve for small ~q. However,
for frequencies ~!pl < 1, the plasmons are susceptible to stimulated emission of plas-
mons due to recombination of electron/hole pairs. This gives a negative decay rate ~pl
which characterises amplification i.e. plasmon gain. This gain falls to zero for ~!pl = 1
where there are no inverted electron hole pairs that have such an energy difference.
For frequencies above this, the plasmon enters the interband Landau damping regime
and has a positive decay rate again. At T = 0 the regions where emission and ab-
sorption processes occur are sharply separated at ~!pl = 1: not only is the net rate
zero here, but the rates for the separate absorption and emission processes go to zero,
with emission having zero rate above ~!pl = 1 and absorption having zero rate below.
For finite temperature, the two rates will smear into all frequencies as the Fermi-edge
is smeared, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.5.2. The curve then continues through the
interband and intraband regions in a manner similar to the equilibrium plasmon.
In contrast to the cfpd, the low-loss approximation curve displays a distinctive and
spurious dip in the gain region that arises from performing a Taylor expansion too
close to a branch singularity at ~! = 1  ~q. This curve, in common with its equilibrium
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counterpart, cannot cross the Fermi line, but rather asymptotically approaches it with
a loss that continues growing.
The dispersion under the local optical conductivity model limits to a finite value.
Given that its model is local and can only see vertical transitions i.e. q ! 0, the loss
is negative over the entire curve and as such only interband recombination processes
are accounted for.
In this section, it has been shown how the inverted plasmon dispersion differs from
that of equilibrium, how the cfpd solution of a nonlocal rpa polarisability is able to
return accurate results in all absorption/emission regimes that other approximations
can not. The cfpd also yields the exact plasmon gain/loss rate within the rpa, allowing
for further analysis.
4.4.2. Extrinsic Graphene
The chemical potential of Graphene can be set by an external gate voltage, or by
chemical doping of the sample, or indeed by interaction with the substrate. This has
the effect of adding an excess of one species of carrier, either electrons or holes. When
there is a difference between the number of electrons and holes, i.e. Ne 6= Nh, the
carrier imbalance parameter,m, of extrinsic graphene will take an intermediate value
between 0 and 1.
Figure 4.6 shows the regions in reciprocal space for which plasmons experience
gain (i: orange), interband absorption (ii: green), intraband absorption (iv: gray), and
regions with no phase space for these processes (ii: white). The relative sizes of these
regions change withm, starting from equilibrium atm = 1 where the gain region (i)
is vanishing and there is a large triangular loss-free region (ii), down tom = 0 at full
inversion where the loss-free triangle has shrunk to vanish, leaving a gain triangle in
place. These extremal cases can be seen in Figs. 4.2 and 4.5. For intermediate values
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Figure 4.6: Complex frequency plasmon dispersion for varying carrier imbalance
a. Complex frequency dispersion curves of extrinsic photoinverted graphene for a varying
carrier inversion parameter, 0 < m < 1. The curves split into two bundles at a critical
value mc. Insets show representative curves either side of the splitting, shown against
regions of Landau damping and recombination, the black curves passing above the critical
branch point (orange dot) and the green curves below. b. Loss plotted over the frequency.
For frequencies less than 1, the curves smoothly morph into each other, whereas past this
range, a distinct splitting occurs.
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the gain region becomes a trapezium with its upper vertex defining its size, located at
(~q = m; ~! = 1). The loss free region remains a triangle asm is varied.
A range of cfpd curves for values of m between 0 and 1 are plotted. The extremal
values of m = 1 (doped equilibrium), and m = 0 (intrinsic inverted) are drawn with
the swarm of intermediate curves in-between. Two different families of curves are to
be found, one set that passes from interband gain to interband loss directly, and the
other that passes through the quasi loss-free region in-between. The first set includes
the m = 0 curve, and each of the curves in the bundle follow the character of this
curve tightly. The latter bundle includes them = 1 curve, and although all the curves
smoothly vary from one to another, there is more variance in this bundle. Whereas
these bundles start out together, they start to diverge for ~! > 1, and varying m.
This splitting is more clearly seen when considering the loss. The values of !pl are
monotonic in q, which allows the loss pl to be plotted, in a more instructive manner
as a function of frequency instead of wavevector. This separates the gain spectrum
into a gainy part, for !pl < 1, and a lossy part for !pl > 1. The loss shows a step
change between the bundles about this point. The curves for a low-m pass through
(!pl = 1; pl = 0) with finite gradient, whereas the low-m curves are already trailing
with a zero imaginary part having entered the quasi-loss-free regime beforehand. As
the dispersion bundles have separated, the frequencies at which the curves leave the
intraband absorption region, and hence when the loss returns to zero, do not match
between each bundle. Even though the curves themselves are smooth and within
a bundle, they show a marked bifurcation between the bundles. The mathematical
origin of this is the curves entering onto a different leaf of the dielectric function’s
Riemann sheet. A more robust physical explanation is more elusive, and will remain
the subject for future investigation. The critical value of m for which the transition
occurs can be solved for. Since the character of the dispersion curve is dependent on
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which side of the critical branch point (orange point) it passes. The branch point is
located at (~q = m; ~! = 1), where regions i, ii and ii come together, so finding the
critical branching value is finding the curve that passes through that point, i.e.
1  g
mc
~m=mc(mc; 1) = 0 : (4.29)
For the case of suspended graphene, this takes a value ofmc  0:538.
In this section, the idealised case of graphene in zero-temperature quasiequilibrium,
which approximates the state of photoexcited graphene tens of femtoseconds after
the initial excitation, was studied. The loss/gain profile was extracted for all curves
parameterised by the carrier imbalance parameter, m, and scaled to the energy  =
e + h. A discontinuous behaviour was observed which separates the curves into a
family of intrinsic-like curves and extrinsic-like ones.
4.5. Collision Loss and Temperature
This section improves on the polarisability model by considering collision losses, and
then the impact of finite temperature on the cfpd and gain spectra of photoinverted
graphene.
4.5.1. Collision Loss
Thus far graphene has been portrayedwith its only source of loss coming from Landau
damping. This so-far overlooks Drude losses, the presence of which is universal in
traditional metal plasmonics [138]. In the simplest model, effects such as electron
collisions with impurities, phonons [139], and other electrons, can be characterised
by a collective collision time  in the femtosecond range [175]. Such effects vary from
sample to sample [165, 204] and through interaction with a substrate [205]. In a first
model,  is kept as a free parameter. The effect of collision loss on a polarisability
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Figure 4.7: Impact of collision loss on plasmon decay rate.
Decay rate, at m = 0:5, as collision loss is added with with scaled rates ~ 1 from 0 to 0:1.
The corresponding plasmon dispersion is plotted inset for curves before and after the critical
splitting (green and orange lines respectively) to no significant variation with collision rate.
function is properly treated by making the transformation [206]:
~~ (~q; ~!) =
(~! + i~ 1) ~(~q; ~! + i~ 1)
~! + i~ 1 ~(~q; ~! + i~ 1)= ~(~q; 0)
; (4.30)
which conserves local particle number, in contrast to the more simplistic addition of a
uniform imaginary part, !pl  ipl ! !pl  ipl  i 1, which does not. Equation 4.30
can be applied to any of the polarisabilities introduced so far to solve for the cfpd in
cases of photoinversion. Figure 4.7 shows the effect on the loss spectrum of adding
finite collision loss in the range, ~ 1 2 [0; 0:1] where ~ 1 = ~ 1=.
The first thing of note is that the dispersion is not significantly affected by the in-
corporation of collision loss, and neither is the critical carrier inversion parametermc
which separates the two bundles. Dispersion curves are plotted for two values of m
and various values of ~ , which sit almost exactly on top of each other. What does
change is the loss spectrum, which shifts by around ~ 1=2. The curve also flattens
out with the minimum becoming shallower for increasing ~ 1. For a scale parame-
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Figure 4.8: Impact of temperature on plasmon decay rate.
Decay rate, atm = 0:5, for scaled temperatures ~T from 0 to 0:1. The corresponding plasmon
dispersion is plotted inset for curves before and after the critical splitting (green and orange
lines respectively) to no significant variation with temperature.
ter of  = 0:2 eV, the maximum value of ~ 1 = 0:1 corresponds to a collision time
of  = 16 fs. At this collision rate all of the gain is extinguished, however for rates
below this, there are frequency bands for which the collision loss is compensated by
recombination, and the plasmons can be undamped and even still amplified.
4.5.2. Low Temperatures
The approximation that photoinverted graphene will relax to a quasiequilibrium can
be improved by generalising the polarisability to finite temperatures. This question
has been first addressed in the literature for finite temperature equilibria [174] but the
form does not allow for the insertion of complex variables, nor hence the calculation
of the cfpd.
The electronic distribution of a finite temperature quasiequilibrium can be repre-
sented as a correction to the zero temperature step function about the Fermi-level as
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illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Due to the linearity in the electron distribution of the polaris-
ability, an expression similar to Eq. 4.19 can be derived,
~
~T
m = ~m +
 1
0
d~ ~ 0(~)
 
f(~  ~e; ~T ) + f(~  ~h; ~T )

; (4.31)
with f(~   ~; ~T ) = f(~   ~; ~T )   f(~   ~; 0), or breaking this down into separate
integral components,
~
~T
m = ~m +
 1
~e
d~ ~ 0(~)f(~  ~e; ~T ) 
 ~e
0
d ~ 0(~)f(~e   ~; ~T ) (4.32)
+
 1
~h
d~ ~ 0(~)f(~  ~h; ~T ) 
 ~h
0
d ~ 0(~)f(~h   ~; ~T ) :
This expression gives the finite temperature polarisability as a zero temperature com-
ponent plus finite temperature corrections. This can now be used to calculate finite
temperature cfpd curves, however a subtlety needs to be addressed. The kernel of the
integral, ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) has branch points in ~! space which vary in position with ~, which
is integrated over. It is weighed by Fermi functions that peak closest to the respective
chemical potentials and decay exponentially away from this. It is therefore a good
approximation, whilst ~T is small, to fix the branch points at ~ to the centre of mass
of the weight functions. The technical details of branch specification are detailed in
Sec. A.2.
The gain/loss spectrum pl(!pl) is plotted (in analogy to Fig. 4.7, in Fig. 4.8) for
values of ~T varying between 0 and 0:1 for an inversion ofm = 0:5. These parameters
correspond to a range of temperatures T 2 [0; 232:1]K for a scale of  = 0:2 eV. As
temperature increases, the gain peak blueshifts and broadens with the bimodal nature
at ~T = 0 becoming a single peak. The peak gain value does not significantly diminish
in this temperature range. Again, the dispersion curves !pl(~q), are not significantly
affected on either side of the bundle splitting, though the critical parameter shifts
slightly frommc  0:56 for ~T = 0:1 tomc  0:538 at zero temperature.
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Apoint of note here is that the transition between gain and loss remains at ~! = 1 for
all temperatures. At zero temperature, this would be the frequency above which the
phase space of emission processes vanishes and that of absorption processes begins.
For finite temperature, the smearing of the Fermi functions ensures that there is phase
space for emission and absorption processes both above and below ~! = 1, however
the net rate is balanced exactly at this point.
The approximation of treating the branches of Eq. 4.32 at single points begins to
break down for ~T & 0:2, see Fig. 4.9. This is because although Eq. 4.32 is analytic
in the top-half ~! plane, it is not so in the bottom half, such that when the plasmon
transitions from gain to loss (i.e. at pl = 0; !pl = 1), the values of the polarisability
are no longer strictly valid. It should be clarified however that the dispersion curves
and loss spectrum for ~q before !pl(~q) < 1 are valid and are exact cfpd solutions. A
more rigorous treatment of the nonequilibrium polarisability is required, which will
be treated in the next section.
4.6. Hot Carriers
In order to calculate the cfpd for arbitrary carrier distributions, one needs to evaluate
the integral of Eq. 4.12 and interpret this as a complex contour integral in ~. Only one
of the integral terms is considered here,
[n](~q; ~!) =
 1
0
d~ ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!)n(~) + : : : (4.33)
This presents itself as an integral along the real axis from ~ = 0 to ~ = 1, though
any path through the complex ~ plane with the same endpoints will yield the same
value so long as the the new path can be deformed onto the original in a continuous
manner, without crossing any of the integrand’s singularities.
There are two sources of singularities: from the kernel, ~ 0(~; ~q; ~!), and from the
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Figure 4.9: Limitation of low-temperature polarisability approach.
The solution space of "rpa(~q; ~!) over a complex ~! is plotted in a. and b. for quasiequilibrium
graphene with ~T = 0:5, m = 0:5 at ~q = 0:2. The root is the encircled black spot, as
described in Sec. A.1. a. uses the method of Sec. 4.5.2, and is analytic in the upper half-
plane, but not in the lower, this can be seen as the contour lines do not intersect at right
angles. b. uses the method introduced in Sec. 4.6, and is analytic everywhere (apart from
branch points). c. shows dispersion curves for temperatures varying from ~T 2 [0; 0:5], they
are correct for ~!pl < 1 while the complex solution is in the upper half-plane, but breaks
down for ~!pl > 1.
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distribution, n(~). The particular character of each is dependent on details of their
functional form. Singularities in the kernel may move around in ~ space with changes
in the dynamic variables ~q and ~!, whereas the singularities in the distribution are
fixed. To perform analytic continuation on[n](~q; ~!) over a complex ~! is equivalent
to evaluating the integral Eq. 4.33 over a path that doesn’t cross any of the singularities
as ~! varies.
For the form of ~ 0(~) as given in Eqs. 4.20, there are four square-root branch point
singularities located at,
~st = t
~! s ~q
2
; (4.34)
with s; t 2 f+; g, and four leaves of the function, two from each of the square root
terms in the numerator. The leaf of the function for the start point of the contour
is set such that ~ 0(~ = 0) = 0, this choice ensures that the polarisability reduces
to its equilibrium form ( ~1, see Eq. 4.9) for a zero-temperature Fermi distribution,
n(~) = (~  1).
To solve for the dispersion relation, the wavevector ~q is scanned over real values
starting from ~q = 0. Each possible ~!(~q) puts the branch points ~st in a different posi-
tion.
4.6.1. Fermi Distribution
The first nonequilibrium plasmon dispersion to solve for is the finite temperature in-
trinsic quasiequilibrium, i.e. n(~) = n(~) = f(~   ~; ~T ), a Fermi distribution of
electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands respectively, with matching
chemical potentials.
The carrier distribution carries its own set of singularities, fixed in position in ~
space. Fermi distributions have poles at the Matsubara frequencies
~mn = ~+ i(2n+ 1) ~T : (4.35)
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The deformation of the integration contour can be generalised to be able to pass
over simple poles, so long as for each pole the contour crosses, the contribution of
that pole (2i times the residue about the pole) is subtracted from the final result. For
a Fermi distribution, the integral around an infinitesimal closed loop about each pole
has the form, 
Cn
d~ f(~  ~; ~T ) ~ 0(~) =  2i ~T ~ 0(~mn) ; (4.36)
which is equal to the value of the contour integral step-changes by as each pole is
taken through the contour.
The movement of the singularities of the kernel along solutions to the dispersion
relation, ~st(~q; ~!pl(~q)), can be accounted for. Their imaginary part is given by Im ~!=2
(Eq. 4.34), which will be positive for plasmons with gain, and negative for loss. As in
the zero temperature case, and low temperature solutions (Sec. 4.5.2), the imaginary
part starts positive, for a gain region before entering the lower half-space for the
Landau damping regime. In order to allow the branch singularities to enter the lower
~ half-space, the original horizontal line contour (Fig. 4.10.a) can be deformed, by
passing over any number of the Matsubara poles in the lower half space to give a
clear area for the branch points to pass through (Fig. 4.10.b). Then for higher values
of ~q, the dispersion will enter the intraband regime and the branch points ~  will cross
the imaginary axis. This space can also be opened out, once ~! has crossed the real
axis, and requires no further poles to be encircled (Fig. 4.10.c).
Following this procedure, Eq. 4.16 can be solved for to find the plasmon disper-
sion curves for varying temperature. Figure 4.11 plots these for suspended graphene
with symmetric carrier distributions. As ~T increases, each successive curve becomes
steeper. The increased steepness means that the dispersion curves stay in the gain
region for shorter intervals of ~q, whilst remaining in the Landau damping regime
(~! & ~q   1) for longer. This manifests itself as a blueshift in the absorption peak
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a.
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c.
Figure 4.10: Polarisability as a complex contour integration.
The polarisability is calculated as a contour (green) in complex ~ space. There are two types
of singularity, branch points (grey), which move with (~q; ~!) and poles (orange) which are
fixed in place. a. is the contour for small values of ~q, evaluated over [0;1). The contour is
deformed in b. to include a number of the Matsubara poles such that the branch points can
move within the lower half-space. In c. the contour is further deformed to allow the ~ + to
move into the bottom-left quadrant.
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Figure 4.11: High temperature plasmon dispersion curves.
a. Dispersion and b. loss curves of intrinsic photoinverted graphene, for temperatures
varying ~T 2 [0; 1:5]. c. Curves are rescaled by a factor 1 +  ~T , they limit to a universal
behaviour for increasing ~T , this is at the expense of not being able to draw regions of Landau
damping and recombination.
and with the peak value of absorption increasing. Despite this, the absorption curves
come out shallower for frequencies immediately above ~! = 1, as the phase-space for
gain processes bleeds into this regime.
If the curves are rescaled such that  = e + h + kbT rather than the usual
 = e + h, then the curves begin to align on top of each other. This allows high
temperature curves to be estimated without calculation from lower temperature ones.
4.6.2. Non-Fermi Distribution
Having shown the complex contour method applied to calculating the polarisability
of high-temperature quasiequilibrium Fermi distributions, we turn to the question of
calculating for arbitrary (isotropic) nonequilibrium carrier distributions. A case that
one may wish to consider is that of a graphene sheet optically pumped by an external
field. Here carriers are excited vertically from the valence to the conduction band,
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Figure 4.12: Padé approximant for a Gaussian.
a. Complex plot (Sec. A.1) of a Gaussian. b. Its (4; 8) Padé approximant, showing 4 roots
and 8 poles. c. The two are compared as functions of a real variable for the Gaussian (green),
and its approximant (orange) showing additional side lobes.
generating electron hole pairs in a distribution with energies centred on  = ~!p=2
and with a width of ~p [207].
A model for this distribution would be a Gaussian function, g(z) = e z2=2, added
to a finite temperature Fermi function background, i.e.
n() = n0g

  ~!p=2
p

+ f(  s; T ) ; (4.37)
where n0 is the carrier occupation number at the top of the photoinversion peak,
which will be a function of the pump beam intensity and duration.
The Gaussian function is well behaved in the sense that it has no singularities in
the complex plane, however it diverges super-exponentially along the imaginary axis
which makes the complex contour method numerically unstable. An alternative to
using the Gaussian function would be to use one of its Padé approximants. A Padé
approximant is the ratio of two power series of order n andm respectively. This gives
the function n roots andm simple poles in the complex plane. TheGaussian is an even
function, whichmeans its approximant should have an even number of roots. It is also
strictly positive, which is to say none of these roots lie on the real axis, and indeed
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since real valued functions have their roots located at complex conjugate pairs, the
approximant needs to have amultiple of 4 roots to preserve this property. The number
of poles is determined by similar argument, with the addition that the function should
go to zero for large values of z. The asymptotic behaviour of the function is that of
zn m, so by choosing (n = 4;m = 8), we return a strictly positive function that goes
to zero with 1=z4. The (4; 8) Padé approximant is given as,
g4;8(z) =
1  z2
6
+ z
4
120
1 + z
2
3
+ z
4
20
+ z
6
240
+ z
8
5760
; (4.38)
which is plotted alongside the Gaussian in Fig. 4.12 in the complex plane and on the
real axis and can be seen to be a good match with the exception of small side-lobes
either side of the main peak. Since this approximation has introduced m = 8 simple
poles into the complex plane, explicit care must be taken that the contour integration
of Eq. 4.33 does not pass over the singularities without taking into account the residues
as prescribed previously in the case of the Fermi function.
The polarisability [n], calculated from Eq. 4.37 with a Padé approximant, is ex-
plored with parameter values of ~!p=2 = 2, p = 0:175, ~T = 0:05, and e = h
in Fig. 4.13 for peak carrier occupations between 0 and 0:5. Firstly, in a), the dimen-
sionless conductivity is plotted for external optical excitation, i.e. q ! 0, ! 2 R,
where,
Z0s(~q; ~!) = i0
g
2
~!
~q2
~(~q; ~!) : (4.39)
It can be seen that the real part of the conductivity, which at zero pump is flat for
! & 1 begins to dip for increased pump strength at ! = !p. The corresponding
imaginary part is modified for all frequencies centred about this point as the refractive
index changes. The conductivity drops to zero at ! = !p as the sheet is pumped to
transparency at n0 = 0:5.
Figure 4.13.b and .c plots the plasmon dispersion and loss for this polarisability con-
figuration for varying occupation number. The plasmon dispersion shifts everywhere,
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Figure 4.13: Polarisability of a hot electron distribution.
a. A hot carrier distribution of a symmetrically excited Gaussian distribution of electrons
and holes over a quasiequilibrium background simulating photoinversion b. The optical
conductivity of this is plotted, for occupations levels n0, (the height of the Gaussian) be-
tween 0 and 0:5. Both real (green) and imaginary (orange) parts of the conductivity change
about the pump frequency, !p. c. Plasmon dispersions and d. losses for this polarisability
are also plotted. The curves noticeably kink about the pump frequency !p.
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but most markedly at ! = !p=2 where the steepness dramatically increases. Perhaps
surprisingly, there is no reduction in the plasmon loss at any frequency despite car-
rier pairs being available for recombination. This can be attributed to the change in
refractive index morphing the plasmon dispersion to exclude it from regions where
there is phase-space for stimulated recombination. This can be seen in the gain re-
gion (~! < 1), where the gain is due to quasiequilibrium photoinversion. Here the
gain decreases, not because there is any more phase-space for absorption processes,
but rather that the plasmon dispersion curve has steepened in this region, leaving
less phase space for the quasiequilibrium recombination processes. As the pump in-
creases, this also induces a sharp peak of the loss around vfq = !p=2, again this is
about where the plasmon dispersion has been perturbed the most.
This section has shown that the polarisability can be calculated as a functional of
arbitrary carrier distributions as a function of a complex variable. The resulting plas-
mon dispersions from quasiequilibrium and a hot carrier model have been shown. A
change in the carrier distribution can have a dramatic impact on the plasmon dis-
persion and loss, though provisionally from what has been seen, wherever there is a
spread in carriers, there is an increase in the phase space opened up for absorption
processes that is not matched with an increase in emission processes.
4.7. Spontaneous Emission Spectrum
There are three fundamental single particle excitation processes occurring in graphene:
spontaneous emission, stimulated emission, and stimulated absorption. Spontaneous
emission occurs when an electron in a higher energy state transitions to occupy an
empty state of lower energy, and a plasmon is emitted in the process. In absorption,
an incoming plasmon is converted into an electron-hole pair, or equivalently raises a
lower energy electron into a higher unoccupied level. Whereas in stimulated emis-
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sion an incoming plasmon forces an electron to transition into an unoccupied lower
energy state, releasing an additional plasmon in the process that is coherent with the
first. It is the processes of absorption and stimulated emission that induce Landau
gain or loss in plasmons, and therefore are responsible for the imaginary part of the
plasmon frequency pl, which is the net decay rate (absorption minus emission),
2pl = 
abs
pl   emitpl ; (4.40)
where the factor of 2 is because pl is a field decay rate, whereas abspl and emitpl are
intensity decay rates.
Spontaneous emission on the other hand does not enter into pl but can be calcu-
lated indirectly from it by considering the rate of plasmon decay for each wavevector
labelled plasmon state.
@npl(q)
@t
=  emitpl (q)(npl(q) + 1) : (4.41)
This is a sum of a stimulated part (npl(q)) and a spontaneous part (+1) The spectral
rate of emission within a frequency interval [!; ! + d!] is extracted by taking the
partial sum over all wavevector states,
Rsponpl =
1
A
X
q
emitpl (q) =
 1
0
d! Gpl(!) (4.42.a)
=
 1
0
d!
@q(!)
@!
q(!)
2
emitpl
 
q(!)

; (4.42.b)
with the plasmon density of states, Dpl = @q(!)@! q(!)=2, and the inverse of the plas-
mon dispersion relation q(!), such that q !pl(q) = q. The plasmon spectral re-
combination rate areal density, Gpl is therefore given as the plasmon emission rate
emitpl weighted to the density of states Dpl for plasmons in the frequency interval
[!; ! + d!]. From here the particle (or hole) recombination rate may be extracted,
by dividing through by the particle areal density to give the recombination rate of
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electrons:
  epl = R
spon
pl =N(e; T ) ; (4.43)
where N(e; T ) is the particle number density in the conduction band.
It is not necessarily obvious how to extract the emission and absorption rates, emitpl
and abspl . For zero temperature, these rates aremutually exclusive, i.e. abspl = 0 for emitpl 6=
0 and vice-versa, since in the regions where there is phase space for absorption pro-
cesses, there is none for emission. This is to say, the rates can be expressed with step
functions,
emitpl (q) =  2pl(q)(   ~!(q)) (4.44.a)
abspl (q) = 2pl(q)(~!(q)  ) : (4.44.b)
For finite temperatures and hot carrier distributions, where the regimes overlap each
other, the situation is complicated. Looking at the Lindhard formula Eq. 4.6, there is
a sum of distribution functions, which is equivalent to the sum of a Fermi function
product for the phase space of each process.
n(sk)  n(s
0
k+q) = n(
s
k)

1  n(s0k+q)

| {z }
Absorption
 n(s0k+q)

1  n(sk)

| {z }
Stimulated Emission
; (4.45)
which is to say, the polarisability itself can be split up into,
[n](q; !) = abs[n](q; !) emit[n](q; !) ; (4.46)
with,
emit[n](q; !pl) =
g
A
Im
X
s;s0=
X
k
M ss
0
k;k+q
n(s
0
k+q)

1  n(sk)

sk   s0k+q + ~!pl + i 0
; (4.47)
and an equivalent term for abs.
The rates for the two individual processes can be calculated approximatively by
a Fermi’s golden rule (fgr) expression. Borrowing from the low-loss approximation
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Eq. 4.8, the expression,
pl  Vq Im(!pl; q)

Re
@"rpa
@!

!=!pl
: (4.48)
(!pl; q) can be split into absorption and emission components4 using 2pl = abspl  
emitpl ,
abspl  2Vqabs(!pl; q)

Re
@"rpa
@!

!=!pl
(4.49.a)
emitpl  2Vqemit(!pl; q)

Re
@"rpa
@!

!=!pl
: (4.49.b)
This approximation may fair better than the low-loss approximation, since we can put
in the exactly solved real part of the dispersion. This expansion will still start to break
down as the Fermi line is approached, though the emission term will fare much better
than the absorption since, at least for quasiequilibrium at moderate temperatures, the
emission rate approaches zero before the dispersion hits the Fermi line. From here
the absorption term can be derived from the exact net term as abspl = 2pl + emitpl .
The emission partial polarisability can be put into integrable form, assuming only
interband recombination processes are significant, as,
emit(q; !) =
gq2
8~
(!   vfq)p
!2   v2fq2
+1
 1
du
p
1  u2n

~! + ~vfqu
2

n

~!   ~vfqu
2

:
(4.50)
which is derived in the appendix of [193].
The spontaneous emission is calculated and plotted in Fig. 4.14 for zero temperature
quasiequilibrium graphene, exactly (red lines) and in various approximations. Since
for zero temperature, Eq. 4.44 holds and Gpl and   epl can be calculated exactly [(i) in
the figure] from the cfpd using the directly extracted pl(q). Three fgr approxima-
tions are derived by calculating emitpl from Eq. 4.49.b, using the dispersion relations
4 This step is not exact either, as the polarisability enters into "rpa, though as we will see, it makes
a good approximation.
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Figure 4.14: Spontaneous plasmon emission and electron recombination.
a. Plasmon spontaneous emission spectra, ~Gpl and b. electron recombination rates ~  epl at
zero temperature. Exact results derived from cfpd curves (i) are plotted against approximate
results derived from fgr for a classical Drude model (ii), cfpd curves (iii), and low-loss
approximation. Curves are dependent on carrier imbalance,m.
!pl(q) from the classical Drude model (ii), the cfpd solution (iii), and the low-loss ap-
proximation; curves which have been shown previously in Fig. 4.2. The exact result,
obtained from the cfpd will be used to test and benchmark the appropriateness of fgr
solutions, which is important as regimes where exact solutions cannot be obtained are
explored.
The figure plots the dimensionless quantities ~Gpl = (~vf)2Gpl=2 and ~  epl = ~  epl=,
which have the usual universality property5. Each set of curves in Fig. 4.14.a scans
the spontaneous emission spectrum over ~! for varying levels of carrier inversion m.
The symmetrically inverted case m = 0 acts as the envelope for each of the other
curves as the level of spontaneous emission drops with a reduction in inversion. The
curves all vanish to zero for ~! > 1 due to there being no phase space outside this
regime. Of the approximative curves, the Drude model performs the worst, being a
factor of 5 slower than the exact solution. This is due to a density of states that is an
order of 10 times smaller than for the other curves, despite having a raw emission rate
5 ~Gpl is scaled to the square of the energy scale  as it is an areal density (2d) quantity.
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emitpl that is larger comparatively. Using the low-loss approximation (iii) yields results
that are the right order of magnitude, but have spurious spikes in the curves which
are a result of the first order approximation overshooting when the dispersion curve
passes near any branch points. The cfpd dispersion approximation yields results that
are most quantitatively similar to the exact solution, though the match is not perfect
and distinctive dips are also observed near where the solution passes in the vicinity
of branch points.
In Fig. 4.14.d, each of the ~Gpl curves are integrated over frequency then scaled to
the electron density to return the electron recombination rate. The equivalent pro-
cedure may be applied for holes and, due to particle-hole symmetry, can be related
as ~  hpl(m) = ~  epl( m). The resulting curves are not themselves though symmetric
about m = 0 because for electrons, for m > 0 they are the majority carrier, and for
m < 0 the minority and hence more sensitive to a change in carrier numbers. The
skew to the left indicates that the rate of electron recombination is strongest when
holes are the majority carrier, i.e. when for each electron, the amount of holes avail-
able to recombine with is saturated. The classical Drude limit has recombination rates
a factor of 5 slower than what is predicted using the exact formalism, and with rates
previously predicted in [144]. The other approximations work rather better in this
picture, with any inconsistencies that were present in the spectral form having been
averaged out in the recombination rate and largely matching the exact result.
In this formalism, carrier recombination rates are predicted to be a factor 5 faster
than previously calculated. When using representative energy scales, e.g.  = 0:2 eV
yield recombination times of 34 fs (atm = 0).
Nonequilibrium Plasmon emission must therefore be considered as an important
channel for interband carrier recombination alongside the optical phonon emission
[195, 196, 197, 139] and Auger recombination channels [208, 154, 156, 158] when the
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Figure 4.15: Impact of temperature and collisions on spontaneous emission.
Plasmon gain spectrum ~Gpl(~!) for intrinsic graphene (m = 0) for: a. collision losses span-
ning ~ 1 2 [0; 0:08], and b. temperatures spanning ~T 1 2 [0; 0:1]. Electron recombination
rates over the same temperature range are plotted in c over carrier imbalancem.
dynamics of hot carriers in graphene are analysed [159, 141, 161].
4.7.1. Recombination Rates at Finite Temperature and Collision
Loss
Armed with a reliable way to estimate spontaneous emission and mdf recombination
rates, it remains to investigate how this changes with the inclusion of finite temper-
ature, or collision losses.
By including collision loss and finite temperature effects, Eq. 4.44 no longer holds,
as the loss rate pl is now not entirely due to recombination, with added contributions
from collision and Landau damping loss bleeding in. In this situation the fgr approx-
imation of Eq. 4.49.b must be used. Curves for m = 0 (representing the envelope)
are plotted in the cfpd fgr approximation for finite collision rates in Fig. 4.15.a and
finite temperature in Fig. 4.15.b. In the case of collision loss, the rates hardly change
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at all. This is because collision loss, although increasing the plasmon loss, is not a
recombination mechanism, and therefore does not contribute in the fgr expansion.
Any changes, including the smoothing out of the kink in the curve, are due to the
small changes in the dispersion curve from which the fgr is calculated.
The situation for a finite temperature is quite different. The character of the the
emission rate emitpl shows a blueshift as the hard edge at ~! = 1 for T = 0 softens
out to finite values for ~! > 1 as the phase space opens, much as was the case for the
stimulated emission rates (Fig. 4.8). While the peak value of spontaneous emission
decreases with temperature, the spectrum as a whole broadens. This can be seen most
clearly in the mdf recombination rates, which increase with temperature for all values
of m. Again, when electrons are the minority carrier, their recombination rates are
more sensitive to changes in temperature, with increased phase space for increased
temperature.
The recombination time drops as temperature increases, from a value of 34 fs at zero
temperature, as reported in the previous section, to a peak value of 1=  epl = 18 fs for
T = 230K andm =  0:5.
Summarising the results of this section, fgr approximations of the emission and ab-
sorption components of the plasmon rates have been shown. The accuracy of these is
critical on using the real part of the exactly solved cfpd solution, with approximative
solutions (classical Drude model, and rpa polarisability in a low-loss approximation)
giving results that are either factors out, or with spurious features. The emission rate
can be used to calculate the spontaneous emission rates and derived carrier recombi-
nation rates, which are found to be sensitive to temperature, but insensitive to levels
of collision losses. The recombination rates are significantly faster than previously
predicted and must be considered in an analysis of carrier relaxation.
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4.8. Carrier Relaxation Dynamics
It was established in the previous section that spontaneous plasmon emission is an ul-
trafast process in photoinverted graphene, with rates exceeding that of optical phonon
emission by orders of magnitude [144]. The resulting rates for carrier recombination
indicate that plasmon emission may be the dominant decay channel for nonequi-
librium carrier relaxation in graphene, a process that had been previously been at-
tributed to Auger recombination (ar) [159, 158], which is subject to debate as ar pro-
cesses are suppressed under rpa dynamic screening models [156, 160].
The recombination rates presented in the previous section are the instantaneous
values based on a fixed carrier distribution, whereas carrier recombination will pre-
cisely seek to change the distribution over time. In order to accurately predict how
nonequilibrium plasmon emission (npe) affects the carrier dynamics, a time-domain
study of the carrier and plasmon system becomes necessary together with additional
recombination pathways such as optical phonon emission, which may interplay and
seek to take heat out of the system.
For this section, the carrier system is assumed to relax instantaneously to quasiequi-
librium characterised by chemical potentials e and h, for electrons and holes re-
spectively in the conduction and valence bands, and a common carrier temperature
Tc, which feeds into Fermi carrier distributions in each band as described in Sec. 4.4.
Meanwhile the bosonic excitations, plasmons and optical phonons, are resolved by
wavevector n(q) for each species bath, .
The carrier system’s number and energy density moments, Ne, Nh, and U evolve
in time as driven by an external optical excitation pump term and due to relaxation
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terms that couple to the boson baths.
_Ne = _Nh = _N
pump   _N rel (4.51.a)
_U = _Upump   _U rel : (4.51.b)
Carriers are always generated pairwise as an electron and a hole, which results in
their rates being equal.
Assuming the system is pumped by a normally incident quasi-monochromatic, ~!p,
planewave with a slowly varying envelope I(t), then the carrier pairs excited and
energy dissipated into the system is given by,
_Npump = Re[inters (!)]jE(t)j2=(2~!) (4.52.a)
_Upump = Re[s(!)]jE(t)j2=2; (4.52.b)
where s(!) is the optical conductivity (q = 0) as in Eq. 4.5, inters is the contribu-
tion to the sheet conductivity from interband processes only, and E(t) is the in plane
component of the electric field generated from a beam with an input intensity of I(t),
given as,
jE(t)j2 = 2Z0
 11 + Z0s(!)=2
2 I(t) ; (4.53)
as derived from the tmm formalism in Sec. 2.3.3.
The system relaxes according to Boltzmann collision integrals, which account for in-
traband scattering and interband recombination and pair generation processes. Each
boson field reservoir, , contributes to the number and energy density relaxation
rates. Whereas only interband processes affect the number density, as these are
the processes that produce electron-hole pairs, both inter- and intraband processes
( 2 fee; hh; ehg) relax the energy density,
_N rel =
X

R (4.54.a)
_U rel =
X
;
S; : (4.54.b)
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These rates themselves are summed over wavevector resolved processes, over each
band combination,
R =
1
A
X
q
r;eh(q) (4.55.a)
S; =
1
A
X
q
~!(q)r;(q) : (4.55.b)
with r;(q) being the net spectral emission rate, including both stimulated and spon-
taneous processes,
r;(q) = 
emit
; (q)[n(q) + 1]  abs;(q)n(q) : (4.56)
The bosonic fields themselves then relax via this interaction with the carrier system,
but additionally through decay processes through other channels characterised by a
relaxation rate _nrel (q),
_n =
X

r;(q)  _nrel (q) : (4.57)
These additional relaxation processes can be phenomenologically modelled by a char-
acteristic time  ,
_nrel (q) = 
 1


n(q)  neq (q; T0)

; (4.58)
where neq (q; T0) is the equilibrium distribution at an ambient temperature T0.
Initially a study of the carrier/plasmon system in isolation will be presented, then
optical phonons will be included. The initial conditions for each simulation are the
same; a pulse of fluence 133 μJ = cm2with frequency ~! = 1 eV is incident on ambient
temperature intrinsic equilibrium graphene. During excitation, in order that each
initialisation is the same, relaxation processes are turned off. This leaves the system
in an inverted state with e = h  0:3 eV and Tc  0:2 eV =kb (2320K). As the
system starts intrinsically doped e = h and all carrier excitations are pairwise, the
electron and hole chemical potentials will remain equal, i.e. a carrier imbalance of
m = 0, throughout the simulation. The plasmon system is resolved isotropically in
wavevector, i.e. npl(q) = npl(q).
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Figure 4.16: Relaxation dynamics of coupled plasmon and carrier system.
a. Chemical potential (Green) and temperature (orange) of the carrier system relaxing over
time. Solid lines are for a collision time pl = 100 fs while shaded areas vary from this in
the range pl 2 [10; 500] fs.
b. shows the wavevector resolved plasmon occupation npl(q). Black dashed lines mark the
transition from absorption to emission.
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4.8.1. Relaxation Via the Plasmon Channel
The relaxation after excitation of the isolated carrier/plasmon system (without optical
phonons) is considered for a range of collision rates pl in the range [10; 500] fs. Fig-
ure 4.16 shows how, in the first 1 ps after excitation, the carrier system (a) and plasmon
system (b) relaxes. There is a sharp drop in inversion in the first 50 fs as the initially
empty plasmon bath is populated via interband recombination of carrier pairs. The
temperature correspondingly rises in this interval, which although the energy density
is dropping due to conversion to plasmons, the temperature must rise such that the
highest occupied carriers still have a probability of occupation. Plasmons may only
be emitted at energies below 2, i.e. for pl(q) = 0, above this they are reabsorbed;
the Fermi-edge drops over time meaning that plasmons that were previously emitted
may now be reabsorbed. This reabsorption also increases the temperature, as there are
many electron-hole pair combinations that each plasmon may decay into, conserving
energy and momentum, despite having been created from a single particular pair; this
will seek to smear out the carrier distribution. Over the next 200 fs the recombination
rates slow down as inversion is converted into temperature reducing the net emission
of plasmons as in Fig. 4.11. The dropping Fermi-edge means that plasmons that had
been emitted are being reabsorbed into the carrier system. This slows down the de-
cay rate of both the energy and number density which may be described as a plasmon
emission bottleneck. With an increasing collision loss, more plasmons are removed
from the system, meaning that their energy is not being converted into electron-hole
pairs, lifting the bottleneck and allowing the carrier inversion to decay more quickly.
This is most obviously noticed by comparing the steepness of the outermost curves for
the carrier temperature and chemical potential with inversion lingering at  = 0:1 eV
for pl = 500 fs but quickly depleting at pl = 10 fs.
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4.8.2. Optical Phonons
Phonons also play a role in the relaxation of a hot carrier distribution [197], being a
channel for both intraband scattering [159] and interband pair generation / recom-
bination [196]. Longitudinal optical (lo) and transverse optical (to) phonons are the
dominant channels for coupling to the carrier system. They couple about the Γ and
K symmetry points, allowing intra- and inter-valley transitions respectively; about
these points they are quasi-dispersion free having a single frequency. These are the
гo and ko phonons, for which гo = 196meV, ko = 160meV. There is also an acous-
tic phonon that couples at the K point in this manner, ka with ka = 120meV. Closed
form expressions for the net spectral emission rates, as in Eq. 4.56, can be derived due
to the dispersion free nature of the modes, and are presented in the supplementary
material of Ref [209].
Figure 4.17.a shows how the carrier system relaxes in the presence of only the
phonons, i.e. with plasmons not included. The phonons are modelled to follow a
Bose-Einstein distributionwith a separate temperature for each phonon species. Since
each species is mono-energetic, the temperature will uniquely determine the occupa-
tion number of that species. Such description assumes an instantaneous relaxation
of the phonons to be uniformly distributed over wavevector. The phonon relaxation
time is assumed to be ph = 2:5 ps [197].
In the first 500 fs the carrier temperature drops accompanied by an increase in chem-
ical potential and a rise in phonon temperatures. This is indicative of intraband scat-
tering, where the number density stays the same, but energy is transferred from the
carriers to phonons. Once the phonon and carrier temperatures match, they then
largely follow each other, slowly decreasing as phonons are emitted from interband
recombination of carriers.
Next plasmons and phonons are simulated together, the trace of carrier and phonon
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Figure 4.17: Relaxation dynamics of carriers coupled plasmons and phonons.
a. Carrier temperature and chemical potential of carriers coupled only to phonons, also
shows the relaxation of phonon temperatures over time. b. re-introduces plasmons, along
with phonons, for varying collision times pl. c. and d. show extracted parameters (Ai, i)
of a tri-exponential fit of (t) for plasmons in isolation, and plasmons and phonons.
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configuration is given in Fig. 4.17.b. Initially inversion drops sharply as plasmons are
emitted, but this is not accompanied by a sharp rise in carrier temperature, as was the
case with plasmons alone, as the coupling with phonons removes excess temperature
from the carrier plasma through intraband emission. Again, once the carrier and
phonon temperatures have equalised after around 1 ps, the inversion slowly drains,
albeit, in contrast to with phonons alone, the chemical potential has by now been
significantly cut. With an increase in the plasmon decay rate, energy is removed
from the system faster, though with the phonons now acting as an efficient channel
to extract heat, this effect is less sensitive to the decay rate than with plasmons alone.
Further inferences can be made by examining the characteristic of the chemical
potential drop in more detail. A tri-exponential function,  = 0
P3
i=1Ai exp( t=i),
can be fit to the time evolution. Figure 4.17.c shows this fit for both npe alone and
npe with phonons, as plasmon collision loss varies. The timescales that emerge (1, 2,
3) separate out into distinct values that are largely independent on the collision loss.
The fastest timescale, 1  0:03 ps represents the filling of the initially empty plasmon
bath via spontaneous recombination of electron-hole pairs. The amplitude,A1, of this
timescale is steady for pl > 1, though in the opposite limit, where plasmons are
absorbed at a faster rate than they are created, the amplitude shoots up as most of the
energy is extracted from the system in this way. The second timescale 2  0:3 ps
is associated with the conversion of inversion to temperature, by emitting plasmons
below the Fermi-edge, the edge dropping, and the same plasmons re-absorbing above
it. The amplitude A2, of this process drops as A1 rises when plasmons are quickly
dissipated for pl < 1, this is because there will be no plasmons in the bath to re-
absorb back into the carrier system. The final rate 3 represents the remaining drain
of energy as the saturated plasma bath depletes. As the collision loss increases, pl &
0:2 ps, the proportion of the inversion lost through this mechanism increases, thereby
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depleting the next slowest rate amplitudeA2. This channel is the only one whose rate
is significantly affected by the inclusion of phonons, with the characteristic time 3
universally increasing; this can be attributed to the phonons being a separate store of
energy that is passed through before exiting the system.
Overall, the dependence on collision loss only affects the dynamics significantly if it
is small enough to empty the plasmon bath faster than it is filled, at pl . 0:2 ps. The
addition of phonons into the model however most strongly influences the dynamics
by slowing down the decay of inversion and reducing its dependence on the plasmon
relaxation rate.
This establishes that npe acts as an efficient mechanism for the equilibration of
thermal photoinverted graphene. Hot electron-hole pairs may recombine creating
a plasmon, removing energy and carriers from the mdf plasma. This energy is re-
distributed back to the carrier system and through phonon channels to eventually be
removed from the system as the plasmon bath is depleted due to electron collisions.
The predictions are self-consistent and in agreement with experimental findings [141]
without requiring arbitrary tuning.
4.9. Conclusions
This chapter has introduced a method of calculating the polarisability of graphene
for arbitrary carrier distributions in the Dirac cone approximation. This has allowed
for the calculation of the complex frequency plasmon dispersion curves, which are
exact solutions of the poles of the Coulomb potential in rpa. The complex nature of
the solution encodes in its imaginary part the rates of loss and gain for plasmons in
regions where there is coupling through absorption and stimulated emission to the
mdf plasma. By calculating the emission spectrum, this work gives indication that
plasmons with gain can indeed exist in graphene under realistic conditions.
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The resilience of the plasmons under conditions of collision loss, finite temperature,
and chemical doping has been demonstrated. Themodal loss added by the inclusion of
collisions is proportional to the inverse of the collisional lifetime, whereas the effects
of temperature and doping is to blueshift the frequency of the peak loss rate. The
dispersion of the plasmons is largely unaffected by collisions and low temperatures,
but sensitive to doping, exhibiting a critical splitting in the families of curves observed.
The plasmons of hot nonequilibrium carriers are shown to have strong dependency
on the carrier distribution.
Spontaneous emission, that accompanies the stimulated gain, is also described in
this model. A Fermi’s golden rule scheme allows for the extraction of the spontaneous
plasmon emission spectrum, but also for the carrier recombination rates. These are
calculated under the effects of collision, temperature, and doping. While collisions
do not contribute to this channel, temperature and doping have a strong influence.
The rates calculated for nonequilibrium graphene are shown to be a factor 5 times
faster than previously estimated. This suggests that plasmons play a key role in the
dynamics of hot carrier inversion decay, that has been observed in pump-probe and
tr-arpes experiments.
The dynamics of carrier relaxation is investigated in interaction with plasmon and
phonon reservoirs. It is shown that by emitting into the plasmon channels, energy
can be removed from the carrier system on 100 fs timescales, which is consistent with
recent experimental results [159, 141].
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Conclusion
This thesis has been themed on controlling light in two dimensions with active plas-
monics. Two particular topics were focused on, stopped light lasing and gain in
nonequilibrium graphene, where in both plasmons are coupled to electronic systems
to exploit the stimulated emission into plasmonic channels.
The question asked of stopped light was: By controlling the dispersion relation
of light in a plasmonic waveguide such that energy is brought to rest at zero group
velocity within a gain medium, can a regime of lasing be entered without a cavity
storing the light in a resonant mode?
Designing a structure than not only stops light, but minimises the dispersion over
a large range of wavevectors, allows a wavepacket to be formed that localises over a
gain medium. The localisation derives from balanced and opposing energy flows in
metallic and dielectric layers that form vortices around the edges of the gain medium.
Lasing is indeed shown to be possible; time domain simulations show the transition
from amplified spontaneous emission to lasing via characteristic relaxation oscilla-
tions.
The dynamics of the lasingmode are unusual. Energy is localised, but themode does
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not form a in standing wave, but rather a propagating one with zero group velocity.
This is analogous to a barber’s pole, where the stripes are continually moving but the
pole stays in place. The stopped light laser is a source of coherent plasmons that are
well described with a complex wavevector. This is in contrast to the lasing mode itself
which is described with complex frequencies.
From here, there are a number of avenues one may take to build on this work.
Firstly, simulations have been done in 2d (one dimension parallel to the structure, x,
and the other perpendicular, z ). In the third (homogenised) dimension, y, emitters
are coherent with each other and of equal inversion. In 3d this need not be the case.
Additionally, polarisation effects that were not present in 2d become available adding
extra dynamics that must be studied.
This all should lead to an experimental realisation of a stopped light structure. The-
oretical models and simulations should be geared to inform the design of a struc-
ture that can be fabricated in the lab, accounting for imperfections and variations not
present in the idealised model.
Turning to graphene, the question posed in the introduction can now be answered:
If graphene is optically pumped such that its carriers enter a state of inversion, are
plasmon modes supported and can the inversion compensate for any material losses
and lead to amplification of the plasmons?
Graphene has been shown to support plasmons with gain, including under realistic
conditions of finite temperature, chemical doping, and collision loss. In order to ar-
rive at this answer a model for calculating polarisabilities for nonequilibrium carrier
distributions was derived and this allowed for the calculation of complex-frequency
plasmon dispersion relations which encode the gain and loss.
It has also been shown that the relaxation of hot carrier distributions is ultra-fast
due to spontaneous broadband nonequilibrium emission of plasmons on a timescale
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of  100 fs. This is in agreement with experimental findings that have thus far relied
on theoretically suppressed Auger processes to justify the observed rates.
To build on this work, one may wish to consider multi-layer graphene or other
2d materials such as tmds. The model for calculating nonequilibrium polarisabili-
ties is not specific to monolayer graphene, and could be applied to such materials,
and indeed to models of monolayer graphene beyond the Dirac cone approximation.
This could lead to the construction of graphene based plasmonic devices, beyond sus-
pended graphene, or graphene on a simple substrate that has been considered here.
Another extension worth considering is anisotropic excitation: When graphene is
photoexcited, carriers pairs are produced with a definite momentum distribution on
the cone. At present, this can not be modelled in this framework, but should be in-
vestigated in order to consider the dynamics of photoexcitation more fully.
An obvious question that arises from this thesis is can the topics of graphene and
stopped light be combined to form a graphene plasmonic stopped light laser? The
fast inversion relaxation and a broadband spontaneous emission of graphene make it
unsuitable for lasing by itself. However, this could be mitigated by using graphene
as the metallic component of an sl structure, not as the emitter, and a tmd for the
semiconductor. Tmds have a finite direct bandgap which should make them ideal for
such a purpose. This would allow for a stopped light laser where, not only is the mode
subwavelength, but the entire device is too.
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A.1. Plots of Functions of a Complex Variable
In this thesis, it has occasionally been necessary to plot functions of a complex vari-
able. These functions are often difficult to visualise since they map one pair of real
variables to another f : x + iy ! u + iv, requiring four dimensions in total for the
domain and the range.
Here functions of a complex variable are plotted as 2d colour plots, where the range
of the function is mapped to a colour that is plotted over the domain.
Colours are assigned such that every point on the extended complex plane C^ (Com-
plex numbers and the point at infinity) is uniquely coloured. Here C^ is mapped to the
Riemann sphere, defined as the points labelled with polar angles (; ') on a sphere
of radius 1=2 that touches the complex plane at 0 at its base, as depicted in Fig. A.1.
Points on the complex plane are mapped to the sphere by a construction where a
line is drawn from the top of the sphere to a point on the plane; the point is mapped
to the intersection of that line and the sphere. This is expressed more concisely as
((r); ') = rei' ! (2 arccot r; ').
The sphere is coloured in a CIE L*a*b* colour space, with the top point being white,
the bottom black, with the saturation maximal around the equator (representing unit
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Figure A.1: Riemann sphere and complex plots.
a. projection of the Riemann sphere onto the complex plane, each point on the sphere is
assigned a unique colour, which maps to the extended complex plane.
b, c, d, e. show complex plots of the following functions:
b. Identity function, f(z) = z, zeros show in black as sources of contour lines.
c. Logarithm, f(z) = log z, note the branch cut along the negative real axis.
d. Fermi Function, f(z) = (1+exp(z  1)) 1, poles here are shown in white and are sinks
of contour lines.
e. Non-analytic function, f(x + iy) = 1 + 2x + iy   ix2. Non-analytic functions are
not conformal maps in the complex plane, producing contours that do not intersect at right
angles.
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complex numbers). The phase maps to the hue of the colour, with red being real
positive numbers. The lab colour space has the advantage that it is “perceptually
uniform”, which is to say that colours that vary only by hue, look the same brightness
and saturation to a human eye. This will avoid spurious bright bands that appear in
an sRGB colour space.
In the plots, contours are drawn for constant amplitude in black, and constant phase
in white. Analytic functions are conformal maps - they preserve angles, therefore
plots of analytic functions will have their contours intersect at right-angles (except at
singular points and zeros, and points of zero derivative). In such a depiction, roots and
poles are sources and sinks of contours of constant phase, and are circled by contours
of constant amplitude, with roots being a black point, and poles being a white point.
Branch points are drawn in this plot as thicker black lines. This is depicted in examples
in Fig. A.1 in addition to a function that is not analytic hence not a conformal map.
A.2. Branches of the Polarisability Function
Thedimensionless polarisability of zero temperature doped graphene, given in Eq. 4.9,
is a multi-valued function of a complex variable. The function, as given, has branch
cuts, and a straight evaluation will return the principal branch. In the analysis of
Sec. 4.2.1, it can be required that the function needs to be analytically continued over
a branch cut.
Here the functions ~1, ~ 0, and ~0 are presented as functions of a complex ~! for
constant ~q, with the additional dependence of a branch parameter , which is a list of
integers.
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The original functions are,
~1(~q; ~!) =  4 + ~q2
G+(2+~!
~q
) +G (2 ~!
~q
)
2
p
~q2   ~!2 (A.1.a)
~ 0(~; ~q; ~!) =  4 + 2
G0

~!+2~
~q

+G0

~! 2~
~q

G0

~!
~q
 (A.1.b)
~0(~q; ~!) =   ~q
2

G0

~!
~q
 ; (A.1.c)
with,
G(z) = z
p
1  z2  i arccosh(z) (A.2.a)
G0(z) =
p
1  z2 : (A.2.b)
The branch cuts originate from square-root and logarithmic (arccosh) branch point
singularities.
Redefining the auxiliary functions as,
G0m;n(z) = e
i=2(n+m)
q
e i(n+1=2)(z   1)
q
e i(m+1=2)(z + 1) (A.3.a)
Gm;n;p(z) = zG
0
m;n(z) + i log
 
e i(p+1=2)(z + iG0m;n(z))

+ p : (A.3.b)
sets each branch cut to be angled vertically downwards along the negative imaginary
axis. m controls the branch cut at z =  1 and n at z = +1. By incrementing or
decrementing this value, the branch is rotated counter-clockwise 180°. p controls the
branch of the logarithm, is set such that it’s branch cut is not exposed, but is rather
hidden in the other leaf of the square root.
The polarisability functions can then be set such that all the branch cuts point down-
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wards in ~!. In the general case, this is controlled by eight integers:
~1(~q; ~!; ) =  4 + ~q
G1;2;3

~!+2
~q

 G6;7;8

~! 2
~q

  
2G04;5

~!
~q
 (A.4.a)
~ 0(~; ~q; ~!; ) =  4 + 2
G01;2

~!+2~
~q

+G06;7

~! 2~
~q

G04;5

~!
~q
 (A.4.b)
~0(~q; ~!; ) =   ~q
2G04;5

~!
~q
 : (A.4.c)
As with the auxiliary G functions, incrementing i will rotate its associated branch
by 180° counter-clockwise. When tracing roots, each time the root moves from the
upper half-space to the lower or vice-versa, each branch cut should be determined to
rotate either clockwise or counter-clockwise such that it does not cross over the root.
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